Boxing Week in Vancouver
(December, 2007)
[UPDATE: May, 2013—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some
additional scanned photos to enhance the original travelogues.]

Website image of central Vancouver, British Columbia
Twenty-one years ago my brother Steve and I took a road trip across Canada. Our ultimate destination was Vancouver, which
was hosting a world‘s fair called Expo 86 that year. We had a great time at the fair and saw a lot of fascinating sites all over western
Canada. However, while we spent a lot of time there, we saw almost nothing of Vancouver itself. It seemed like a pleasant city,
though, and I‘ve always wanted to go back and check the place out in more detail. This year I decided to take the train out west during
the week between Christmas and New Year‘s and pay a longer visit to Canada‘s western metropolis.
The city I visited this year was quite a bit different than the one that held the world‘s fair two decades ago. The city fathers
st
wanted Expo to be Vancouver‘s debut as a truly global city, and it seems to have had that effect. 21 Century Vancouver looks and
feels more like New York or Tokyo than Seattle or Portland. It‘s a city of soaring towers and a fast-paced, edgy lifestyle. I don‘t know
that Vancouver is a place I‘d particularly care to live, but it was a fascinating place to visit and made for a nice getaway.

LEADING UP – The 2007 Holiday Season
st

Friday the 21 was a very foggy day, so almost the second school dismissed at 2:15 I dashed out to my car and headed out
on my way. It‘s a fair hike from Algona to my sister Margaret‘s house near Decorah, and I wanted to do as much of that trip as I could
in daylight. I made it as far as New Hampton before it started getting dark. It was also right at freezing at that point, and from there on
the roads were just a bit on the slippery side. I managed to make it all right, though, arriving well before Margaret had expected me.
Margaret‘s big news this fall is a sunroom she has built onto the front of her home. She has completely re-built (and
downsized) the old deck, which was rapidly falling down on its own, and the new sunroom extends out from what was built as (but
never actually served as) the main door to her living room. It‘s a small room, but being mostly glass it comes across as remarkably
spacious. She had a tree set up in there for the holidays, and it was really quite lovely. [The sunroom remains one of the nicest
features of Margaret‘s home.]

In the process of building the sunroom, Margaret also updated her electric connections, and the construction process gave her
a motivation to sort through a lot of things that had been accumulating. The upstairs of her house looked the nicest I‘ve ever seen it,
and she‘s working on cleaning things up in the basement, too.
I‘d see a lot of Margaret‘s house over the next few days, definitely more than I‘d intended. We essentially got snowed in as
northeast Iowa was buried in sixteen inches of snow, with sheet ice covering the roads south of there. It was a pretty snow, like the
kind they make with painted corn flakes on a TV Christmas special. It was especially pretty (and felt kind of strange) when we sat in
the sunroom and could see the snow falling below us. [That is a strange feeling.]
I was amused on Sunday when we went down to shovel out Margaret‘s driveway. We were managing all right with shovels,
though there was a lot of snow to move. After a while a neighbor of Margaret‘s who farms came by with a plow on his truck. Margaret
had me hide indoors while she played the ―damsel in distress‖ and had the neighbor plow out her drive. While we certainly could have
finished the drive ourselves, it was a lot quicker to have the neighbor do it. [Margaret‘s house really is very remote, particularly in
winter. Fortunately the nearby farmer has been very good to her. You can‘t always count on people‘s neighborliness,
though, and as she gets older, though, I do worry about her being so far from town.]
When we heard travel was not recommended anywhere in eastern Iowa (and many roads were literally closed) we decided to
wait another day before attempting to go down to John and Janet‘s, where we‘d have our family Christmas. We filled a lot of the extra
time by making cookies and candy, both from old stand-by recipes and ones no one in the family had ever tried before. In the latter
category were some bars with a shortbread base, topped with pecans and soaked in a honey-based caramel sauce. They were simply
out of this world. Somewhat less successful was our attempt to duplicate the ―snow candy‖ that Laura Ingalls Wilder made in the Little
House in the Big Woods. The idea of making hard candy by boiling molasses into a syrup and pouring it over snow seemed straightforward enough. Unfortunately the melting snow added additional water, and that kept the candy from setting up right. The flavor was
okay, but the consistency was somewhere between taffy and slime. [We were following a recipe in a ―Little House‖ cookbook that
Margaret owns, but apparently we didn‘t boil it long enough.]
I also spent a lot of the time at Margaret‘s reading. I read through a variety of holiday books she had (like the Christmas book
from the Little Golden Books series that our Grandma Fishel had given Margaret back in the early ‗50s). I also read through a lot of
planning materials for the trip I was about to take. I‘d printed out reams of material (literally) from various websites, but I hadn‘t had
time to sift through any of it. One advantage of the snow was that it gave me a chance to look through things. [These days I tend to
print less stuff when I travel, though I still scour at least as many websites as I did for this trip. Instead of printing, I save the
things I want as .pdf files, which I can look at on a laptop or on my Kindle e-reader.]
On Monday the two of us went down to John‘s together in Margaret‘s car, which is four-wheel drive. We probably could have
made it driving separately, but after seeing literally dozens of cars in the ditches along highway 20, I was just as glad I wasn‘t driving my
own vehicle. Margaret and I arrived at John‘s at exactly the same time as my brother Paul and his family. [This was kind of funny. I
remember us pulling up literally one right after the other—completely unplanned.] Janet had made delicious soups for dinner,
and we spent the afternoon talking and getting re-acquainted with one another.
John and Janet live across the
street from Maquoketa‘s Methodist church,
and it seemed as convenient to go there as
anywhere for Christmas Eve services. In
retrospect, I think all of us would have rather
gone almost anywhere else.
My niece
Rachel said they needed to decide whether
they wanted to do a modern service or a
traditional service, and she‘s certainly right.
There were elements of both, but neither
was done well. The service was simply
dreadful. This is one of those churches
where they don‘t use hymnals, but instead
project the words (but not the music) to the
hymns on a screen via a PowerPoint
presentation. [This is a pet peeve of mine,
and it‘s a problem because much of the
―praise lines‖ such churches use are
unfamiliar to people (like me) who are
used to hymnals. With music I could at
least figure out the tune, but with just
words it‘s much more difficult to sing.]

A view of the sacred screen at Easter (from the Maquoketa First United Methodist
Church) [NOTE: Another issue I have with modern churches is ministers who
insist on calling themselves ―Pastor First Name‖.]

They also projected many (but not all) of the other elements of the service, and everything in the church was oriented so it
faced the screen, rather than the altar. Our family took to joking about ―the sacred screen‖, and indeed it did seem more important to
the congregants than anything else in the church.

[From time to time there have been people who have wanted to introduce more modern forms of worship in my own
church. Fortunately (at least from my perspective) none of those proposals has ever gone much of anywhere. It‘s unlikely
they will, either, because any screen or similar ―digital worship aid‖ would not mix well with the architecture of our 150-yearold sanctuary. About the only good argument I‘ve heard for screen-oriented worship is that it reduces costs by eliminating
hymnals and (sometimes) bulletins. Otherwise it just seems to be a needless use of technology.]
We even saw part of a movie on the sacred screen. Part of the sermon involved an anecdote from the A Christmas Story, the
movie where an annoying little kid wants a BB gun for Christmas. After telling us pretty much the entire plot of the movie, the minister
showed a portion that he had downloaded on the computer (which almost certainly violated copyright, but no one seemed to care).
Since we‘d pretty much been watching the screen the whole time, there really wasn‘t much difference when it switched to a movie. [A
short clip from the movie might have been considered ―fair use‖ by copyright standards, but the part we saw was nearly ten
minutes long and would definitely be pushing things. Like most teachers I‘ve stretched the fair use standards many times
myself. One of the clearest violations was showing a video of an episode from an old telecourse in my Statistics classes. I
recently found that the course was available on DVD and for download, with ―distance learning licensing‖ provided. Wanting
to do things legally, I checked on what the cost of the license would be and was utterly shocked to find that it would cost $45
per student—with a maximum of $1,000 each semester. The show was produced back in the ‗80s, and it just seems absurd
that they would still be charging that kind of money for it. Since they are, I decided it was wise not to continue showing it, so I
instead created a PowerPoint of my own that explores the same topics but uses only brief citations from the original.]
What bothered me most about this service was that it really didn‘t strike me as ―worship‖. [That‘s exactly my problem with
most church services in this genre. While they claim to ―praise God‖, there is little about them that is really worshipful.
Instead they seem to be all about giving those in attendance a positive self-image.] Indeed, there was almost nothing in the
entire service you could even pretend to call a prayer. They read from the Bible, sang some hymns, and had an endless children‘s
message, but we never got around to praying. [I have this issue with the current minister at my church, too. While most of his
service is very traditional, real prayer seems a bit alien to him.] Nor did the minister ever imply that Christmas should mean
anything special to us or that we should change our lives in any way because of Christ. I‘d expect at least a little bit of the peace and
goodwill message at the holidays, but there was none of that. Unfortunately, that‘s a problem I see with far too much of modern
religion. People want their religion to make them feel good, but they don‘t seem to want to have to behave in a Christian manner.
Christmas Day was quite a bit more enjoyable than
Christmas Eve. We opened presents, had a delicious
dinner, and spent most of the day just sitting around visiting.
My brother Steve couldn‘t be with us, but he called so the
rest of us could have a nice visit with him as well. One of
our most interesting diversions on Christmas was ―musical
crackers‖. For quite a few years our family has enjoyed
pulling British crackers at the holidays, and we had three
different sets of them this year. This year Margaret had
gotten a set of crackers whose ―prizes‖ were little whistles
tuned to the notes of an octave. The whistles were
numbered, and they had ―music‖ for Christmas carols that
consisted of series of numbers for the whistles playing in
sequence. We had great fun with the toys, and a couple of
the songs didn‘t even sound all that bad. [This was fun,
and something all of us in the family still remember
years later.]
The group of us teachers spent the morning of the
th
26 sitting around John‘s family room ―talking shop‖. Late in
the morning we made our way up to Dubuque, where we
joined Janet for lunch at a nice little place called Annie‘s Lil‘
Bites. The place is apparently owned by a Mormon family,
and while the food was good, it was strange to see a mostly
historic décor complemented by advertising for Mitt
John, Paul, and Rachel Burrow
Romney. (Inside my coat I had a Barack Obama button, but
I restrained myself from putting it on in the place.) [I was
with their ―cracker crowns‖ and musical whistles
one of the earliest Obama supporters, and I still like our
Christmas Day, 2007
President now that he‘s into his second term. While he‘s criticized from the right for being too liberal, if anything I see him as
a bit of a sell-out who‘s too quick to compromise with the conservatives. I‘d forgotten Romney (then seen as a very moderate
governor of mostly Democratic state) was even in the race in 2008, since it was McCain who ended up being the Republican
nominee. It‘s interesting that it was Romney (in a much more conservative incarnation) who ended running against the
President in 2012.]
Margaret and I stopped at Hy-Vee in Dubuque to buy gas. We then made our way out of town and back up to her place.
That‘s when my trip really began.

Wednesday, December 26, 2007
Decorah, Iowa to Northwest Minnesota via Winona
I quickly transferred my stuff from Margaret‘s Tracker to my Metro. I almost had a false start leaving Margaret‘s, though.
There had been a bit more snow since we‘d left, which had not been cleared from the drive. The base of the driveway was solid ice,
and I slid badly on it as I attempted to back out and turn around. Margaret‘s old car was parked at the edge of the drive, and I nearly hit
it as I pulled out.
I did manage to make it to the road, but that was just the beginning. Margaret lives at the bottom of a very steep gravel road,
one that had not been plowed since the most recent snowfall. It‘s not easy to get up that road in good weather, and winters on that
road are the reason Margaret has a four-wheel drive vehicle. [Her new car is not four-wheel drive, and I gather she was stuck at
home more than once this winter.] I shifted into first, gunned the engine, and managed to get a good start. Unfortunately I had to
stop again partway up the hill. There was a pick-up stuck there, blocking the road. The truck belonged to the pastor of Glenville
Church, a Lutheran parish just a couple miles away on the main road. The minister had been visiting one of Margaret‘s neighbors, and
he got stuck on the way out. He asked me to get into the truck, shift it into low, and gun the engine while he pushed. It was a struggle,
but we managed to get the truck up to the top of the hill. I said a little prayer and got my car up there, too. The rest of the gravel is
mostly downhill, and while it was slippery, going slowly in low gear I made it through all right.
Once I got to pavement (Old Stage Road), I made fairly good time, though there were still some slick spots in places where
trees blocked the road from wind. I made my way over to Waukon, where I stopped for a car wash and to use the restroom. From
Waukon I followed highway 9 east to Lansing, where I turned and went up highway 86 to New Albin. I‘m not sure when the last time I
was in New Albin was. The only time I distinctly remember was twenty-five years ago, when my college friends Rusty Martin and Kris
Baughman were married. Rusty and Kris have been divorced longer than they were married, and it‘s been years since I even thought
about that wedding. I‘m not sure I‘d recognize either of my old friends today, though I do frequently get junk e-mails with Rusty‘s name
on them. (He‘s works for the Iowa Democratic Party—no surprise at all to those of us who knew him in the past.) [Doing this revision
prompted me to do an online search for Kris Baughman. (Kris never changed her name when she and Rusty married.) . Most
of the results I sifted through were actually about a boy from Utah who‘s into BMX racing. Eventually I happened to come
across a Facebook page that I‘m pretty sure was for the woman of that name I knew at UNI. She apparently single and now
lives in the Kansas City area, and she‘s looking rather ―earth mother-ish‖ these days.]
The roads got a bit more slippery as I entered Minnesota—still nothing dangerous, but ―greasy‖ with fresh ice that I needed to
be careful on the curves. I made my way up to Winona, where I stopped to buy gas at Dino Mart, a Sinclair convenience store that had
9
gasohol for $2.89 . [Minnesota now has the distinction of having America‘s highest gas prices. As I write this revision, a
9
9
gallon of gas in Winona sells for $4.19 , which is even pricier than it is in Honolulu. By comparison, it‘s now $3.94 in Algona.]
I still had quite a bit of time to kill, so I had dinner at a Perkins in Winona. Perkins is a 24-hour breakfast place, and it was actually the
breakfast menu I ordered from. The service was slow, but the ham and eggs with rye toast were really quite good. The meal was
supposed to come with hash browns, not that I really needed them. They forgot to bring them, though, and when I complained I got a
substantial discount on my meal. Since I wasn‘t exactly rolling in money for this trip, that was definitely a good way to start things.
I stopped at a Walgreen‘s store to buy some snacks (specifically Swedish ginger cookies and garlic and herb flavored ―Pretzel
Flatz‖) that I‘d eat on the train. [Walgreen‘s is almost always a good place to buy snacks. They have a different selection than
most grocery or convenience stores.] I also picked up some scissors and a comb. I‘d just bought another pocket comb, but it got
lost somewhere in my car. Fortunately at 49¢ another would hardly break me.
I thought I remembered exactly how to get to the Winona station. However I made a couple of wrong turns and ended up right
back at the Walgreen‘s I‘d just left. I spent about fifteen minutes wandering around Winona, never once finding a sign that said
―Amtrak‖. Eventually I did find the station, though, and I still had plenty of time before the train would arrive.
Winona is where they switch train crews for the Empire Builder, so the station is full of crewmen. There‘s only one person who
deals with customers, though, and he was extremely overworked this evening. The man managed to check me in, and he also sold me
a ticket for a future trip I‘ll be making in the spring. (That one will be a much shorter trip, from Winona to Milwaukee.) The man noted
that the computer said the train was due in on time. However, since it hadn‘t yet checked in at the Wisconsin Dells, he said that was
likely not actually the case.
I called Margaret and then settled into one of the old fashioned wooden benches in the station. I started reading through
Dickens‘ A Christmas Carol and watched the attendant check in numerous other people. Most notable was an elderly woman in a
wheelchair. Amtrak trains are not really handicap accessible, but they did their best to accommodate her. The man explained that
they‘d take the woman out to the platform in an electric cart and then he and the car attendant would lift her into the sleeping car she‘d
be riding in to her destination. That destination happened to be Minot, North Dakota. I‘m not sure why, but a lot of people seem to
travel between Winona and Minot; for two irrelevant cities they carry a surprising amount of traffic.
Since Winona is where the new train crew originates, the new conductor was in the station. Around 7:30 he took tickets and
passed out seat tags to all the passengers. We learned the train was in LaCrosse at that point, and that it should be arriving in Winona

at 8:09—twenty minutes late. Around 8:00 the station attendant pushed the handicapped woman out to his cart, and at 8:05 the
conductor marched the rest of us out to the platform. The train did arrive precisely when announced, and the conductor directed us to
two different coaches, both of them in the front section of the train (the part bound for Seattle, as opposed to Portland).
This was a full train. There were no more than a handful of empty seats in the car I was directed to, all of them singletons
next to occupied seats. I‘m pretty sure those of us assigned to this car filled up literally every seat available, both upstairs and down. I
found a seat on the aisle near the middle of the car, just in front of the steps that lead down to track level. My seatmate was a woman
who lived in the Chicago suburbs but was originally from North Dakota. She was headed to Minot, so we‘d be spending the night side
by side. While the woman was not unpleasant, she and I said almost nothing to each other the entire trip.
[One of my least favorite things about Amtrak is that they normally don‘t assign seats. It‘s awkward to have to search
for an empty seat on a nearly full train and then feel that you‘re inconveniencing someone by sitting next to them. I wish
they‘d do like airlines do and issue boarding passes tied to specific seats. They claim that with all the pairs of cities people
travel between, that‘s impossible, but I‘d think in the computer age they could make it happen.]
We left Winona at 8:20, one of numerous needlessly lengthy stops the train would make on its way westward. I spent much of
the first leg of the trip reading the local newspaper. The big news in southeast Minnesota was about drinking problems at Winona State
University. Apparently WSU is one of the top ten schools nationwide for binge drinking. I was intrigued that the article mentioned a
concept Margaret and I had seen on a TV news report during the snowstorm. The term was ―pre-partying‖. Apparently it‘s a fairly
common practice among college students to get ―a nice buzz going‖ before they head out for a night of drinking with their friends.
Needless to say, when they get drunk before they even ―officially‖ start their evening, they end up consuming more and run in to more
alcohol-related problems. Students apparently also call this ―pre-game‖, to distinguish it from the ―main event‖ of an evening of
drinking. It‘s not like it‘s really anything new; I remember people doing precisely that when I was in school—with similar results and
consequences. I gather it may be more common now than it used to be, though.
We arrived in Red Wing at 9:15. A family of four that was seated in two rows across the aisle exited there. The car attendant
warned, though, that no one should change seats, as every single seat would be needed for passengers boarding at Minneapolis.
When possible Amtrak tries to reserve pairs of seats for couples traveling together, which certainly makes sense.
They pad the Amtrak schedule at various points, and that padding allowed us to get into Minneapolis (the station is actually
just off University Avenue in St. Paul) essentially on time. [In 2013 they‘re actually moving the Twin Cities Amtrak depot to a
historic station in downtown St. Paul. Next year a new light rail line will provide a direct connection to Amtrak from the whole
metro area.] The previously empty seats were filled by a group of twenty-something black people who were extremely loud and
somewhat vulgar. They kept talking and laughing until well after midnight, which made it more than a bit of a challenge to sleep.
It‘s not exactly easy to sleep on a train in any event—particularly when you‘re on the aisle and you have a seatmate you don‘t
know and are trying to avoid disturbing. I found the most comfortable position was with the seat upright and my head down on my
knees. When the seat attendant passed out pillows, she thought I was in that position because I wasn‘t feeling well. [It probably did
look that way, but I‘ve never been one who liked reclining in seats.] She got overly concerned about me and really seemed quite
upset that I hadn‘t reclined the seat fully. I can‘t say my position was terribly comfortable, but it wouldn‘t have been particularly different
with the seat back, and in that position I‘d have been constantly worried about bumping into my seatmate. [Another thing I dislike
about Amtrak is that they don‘t have armrests between the seats. On airplanes the arm rests act as dividers, giving each
passenger his own personal space. Without them, I feel like I‘m constantly intruding on my neighbor.] This way she and I were
on separate levels, where we were less likely to disturb one another. I tossed and turned all night, awakening whenever there was a
stop and often when there wasn‘t. I did manage to get at least a bit of rest, though.

Thursday, December 27, 2007
Northwest Minnesota to Northern Idaho
We got back behind schedule overnight and were quite a bit behind by the time we got to Grand Forks. Just past there,
around 7am I declared it morning. It was still very dark, but I decided it was pointless to attempt to sleep any more. The sun didn‘t
really start coming up until 8:15, when we were near Rugby, North Dakota, and it was not truly light until 9:00. Being both at the
western end of the time zone and further north, day really does come very late here.
I had intended to listen to audiobooks while I was traveling. I had packed enough books on tape to occupy hours on the train,
®
and I had purchased a Walkman personal tape player with headphones so I could listen without disturbing others. It may seem odd,
but I‘ve never owned such a thing. When they first came out (roughly when I was in college), they struck me as horribly overpriced.
I‘ve also never much cared for headphones. They‘re uncomfortable, and they seem to isolate listeners from what‘s around them. Price
is no longer an issue now that tape players have all but been replaced by I-pods and the like. Even the Sony name brand was well
under $20. So I figured I‘d give it a try, as listening to books had to be a reasonable way to pass the time.
®

Unfortunately, while I had the audiobooks and the Walkman with me, I‘d forgotten to pack the headphones. So I‘d have to
entertain myself with more traditional diversions. Mostly I read. I finished A Christmas Carol and then read the book Dove. Dove is an

autobiographical account by Robin Lee Graham. If you‘re my age or
older you may remember reading about Graham in the National
Geographic. Back in the ‗60s he became the youngest person ever
to sail around the world alone. It would probably be illegal for him to
attempt such a trip today, and his parents would probably be
arrested for letting him try it. In the ‗60s it was a great adventure,
though, and his account of it made an interesting read. (I found out
later the book is manly recommended to middle school boys. Its
vocabulary is certainly less challenging than Dickens, but I‘m not too
embarrassed to say it interested someone several times the age of
its recommended audience.)
[Graham would have been 16 at the time of his
adventure in 1965, and if he made the trip today, I‘m sure child
welfare would be all over his parents for it. Even in the 60s it‘s
hard to believe the trip was allowed to set off on the trip. The
journey took literally years to complete, with long pauses along
the way and various land adventures. In the middle of the
journey Graham (then 18) married his girlfriend, who had flown
to South Africa to join him. It‘s interesting that the couple is
still married all these years later. For decades now they‘ve been
living a ―back to nature‖ lifestyle in Montana.
Graham
apparently wrote another book (Home Is the Sailor, which is
now out of print) about his life after sailing around the world.]
I had packed eighteen bottles of fruit juice (some orange,
some apple, and some ―mixed fruit‖ that was all juice but tasted like
Hi-C fruit punch. I‘d periodically drink some of that and nibble on the
cookies and pretzel snacks I‘d bought at Walgreen‘s. The snacks
were much cheaper than food would have been in either the diner or
the lounge. The lounge had orange and cranberry juice available.
The bottles were slightly larger than the one‘s I‘d brought along, but
they should have been at $2.75 each. I‘d gotten packs of six for just
$3.29 at K-Mart. Pretty much everything else in the lounge was
similarly overpriced. The only thing I actually bought there on the
way out was coffee. At $1.75 it was no bargain either, but being a
long-time caffeine addict, it was more or less a necessity.
The coffee Amtrak served was supposedly from Green Mountain Roasters and
boasted that it was certified organic (one of the more meaningless terms in the food
industry) and ―one of the world‘s best coffees‖. It wasn‘t terrible, but they made it too
weak. I actually preferred some coffee I picked up from a vending machine in the
station in Minot. For 90¢ I got more coffee, and it was strong enough to have flavor. I
also bought a couple of newspapers in Minot, and reading them from cover to cover
also helped to pass the time.
I traded seatmates at Minot. The woman from Chicago left, and I moved over
to the window seat. The aisle seat was soon taken by a mother whose two girls were
on the other side of the aisle.
They were just taking a short trip over to Williston.
They‘d apparently been to Minot on a shopping trip, spending gift cards the girls had
gotten for Christmas. Apparently they hadn‘t gotten everything they wanted, though.
When the woman called her husband to let them know when they‘d be getting in at the
station, she told him they wanted to stop at J.C. Penney in Williston on the way home.
I did something I‘d never done before on the way from Minot to Williston—I
sent a text message on my cell phone. While the kids I teach seem to forever be
―texting‖ each other, I‘ve never before seen much of a point to it. On this trip, though, I
was able to text Margaret (with the messages sent to her e-mail account) to let her know
where I was as the trip progressed. Each text message used only one-third of a minute
on my cell phone, and the messages could be ―queued‖ so that if the train was out of
Empire Builder logo
reception range (which is often true in places like North Dakota and Montana) it would
send them as soon as it recognized a signal. I texted Margaret mostly because she had an easy to remember e-mail address. Before
another trip, I may add other people‘s e-mails to the list in the phone. [I did do that, and I‘ve also texted directly to the family‘s cell
phones. In addition I‘ve used text messages to notify students of things like changes in activity schedules. I‘m still not
someone who uses my cell phone a lot, but I am glad to have it these days.]

Minot is more or less where the Midwest ends
and the West begins. It got noticeably drier west of
there, and the landscape got significantly rougher. There
had been general snow cover all the way through Minot,
but it got lighter and somewhat patchy west of there.
We got into Williston at 12:30 Central Time.
Williston is almost on the Montana border, and the
Mountain Time Zone begins just west of there. We
turned over several passengers at Williston, and I got a
new seatmate. He was a young man named Derek who
played basketball at a college in Bismarck, about three
hours southeast of Williston. His destination was Shelby,
Montana, which is in the foothills of the mountains clear
across the state. [This stood out because at the time
my church was in the process of searching for a new
minister, and one of the candidates was an Asian
woman originally from Boston who happened to end
up at a church in Shelby.] His girlfriend would be
picking him up there, and they‘d be driving to her home
near Helena, about 150 miles south of there. He‘d be
spending pretty much the whole day getting there. I had
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a nice chat with the guy as he waited for the conductor to
come around to take tickets. Once he had the seat check, he went back to the lounge and spent pretty much the whole afternoon
working on his computer. (There are no electric plug-ins in most Amtrak coaches, which were designed in the ‗70s—well before
anyone cared about such things—so the lounge is the only practical place to use a laptop.) [This has changed. These days pretty
much every Amtrak coach has been renovated to have plugs at the seats. There‘s still no wi-fi on most trains, though.]
Having the basketball player go back to the lounge essentially gave me a single seat for most of the day. I alternated between
reading, people watching, and staring out the window. My brother Steve may disagree with me, but frankly eastern Montana strikes me
as one of the ugliest places I‘ve ever been. It‘s incredibly dry, with just patches of snow dotting brown grazing land. Every fifteen
minutes or so we‘d come to a ratty little town with gravel streets. The one thing all the towns had in common was casinos. I‘d have
thought I was in Nevada from all the little cement block gambling halls.
Almost all the way westward the old Great Northern Railroad (now the BNSF or Burlington Northern Santa Fe) parallels U.S.
highway #2. Through most of Montana this highway is absolutely empty. I saw fewer than a dozen vehicles—exclusively pickup
trucks—all afternoon. It‘s a two-lane shoulderless road, with a speed limit of 70mph. Even the fastest traffic went about the same
speed as the train, though.
Across the aisle from me through most of Montana was a couple that consisted of a college baseball player and his anorexic
girlfriend. They probably should have booked a sleeper for all the making out they did on the trip. There was nothing they di d that was
really inappropriate in public (I‘d be seeing that later on, once I got to Vancouver). They kept at it literally for hours, though, and they
were definitely the people all the people-watchers in the car were watching. [It‘s interesting that I don‘t really recall the couple at all
as I write this revision. I guess they were a bit less memorable than I thought.]
In the middle of the afternoon many of the sleeping car passengers made their way to the diner for a complementary wine and
cheese tasting. They didn‘t have that feature when Margaret and I went out to Portland a few years back, and it would be a n ice
addition. [We did experience something similar when we took the City of New Orleans train a few years later.] There just isn‘t a
lot of interest on the day-trip through Montana, and an event like that would break things up.
The afternoon service stop in Montana is at Havre, a surprisingly important little city that is literally in the middle of nowhere
just south of the border between Saskatchewan and Alberta. We were 1½ hours behind schedule getting into Havre, but we still stayed
in the station over half an hour while they emptied the toilets and restocked the diner. I picked up the local papers and was amused
that they still had the Bear Paw Bulletin and TidBits, both of which are basically shoppers whose ―news‖ is limited to strange factoids
and pieces of trivia. I entertained myself on the way to Portland by reading through those publications, and I did so again this
afternoon.
The ―real‖ local newspaper, the Havre Daily News, filled nearly a page with an AP article speculating the outcome of the Iowa
caucuses. (Their prediction that Hillary Clinton would win in a squeaker turned out to be dead wrong. [Especially on the Democratic
side, the caucuses are all about organization, which was what led Obama to victory.]) The big statewide story was that a
Bozeman man had recently climbed Mt. Everest. The top local story was about a Hispanic man who had rescued an elderly deaf man
from a burning building.
There was another local story that would also be of at least minimal interest back home. The Havre Regional Airport (one of
those places that makes Mason City seem important) was switching carriers. The new operator (which will provide two flights a day to
Denver) is Great Lakes Aviation. Great Lakes, which normally does business as United Express, was founded in Spencer, Iowa. The

lakes they refer to aren‘t Superior and Erie, but the same bodies of water (like Okoboji) that the community college I work at is named
after. Spencer no longer has passenger air service, but Great Lakes still services its planes there. A fair number of the students I
teach at ILCC end up working for them. [Now that Delta has abandoned small airports, Great Lakes is again serving Iowa. It is
they who now provide service out of Mason City.]
I was also reminded of my ILCC job when I walked to the restroom and noticed the person immediately behind me. He was a
college boy. He was apparently a high school student enrolled in a college credit math course, and he was doing his homework on the
train. (Why he had homework over the holidays I don‘t know, but he had tons of it.) Judging by the workout he was giving his graphing
calculator and the sketches he had made on graph paper, I‘d bet it was a calculus class, though it could have been a course i n
numerical analysis or college algebra. He certainly worked hard at it, which made me wonder whether he was bright and really liked
the material or whether he was really struggling to understand it [most likely the former].
We had spent the entire day crossing one of the flattest, driest parts of America, and just as it got to be sunset there were
finally mountains in sight. While we only got a glimpse of the Rockies, it really was a spectacular sunset. All the bright reds and
oranges made me wonder if there had been forest fires somewhere that were polluting the air.
At 6pm we got into Shelby, only forty minutes behind schedule. The basketball player left the train, and I could see him on the
platform greeting his girlfriend with one of those pick-her-up hugs you‘d expect to see in the movies. The baseball player and his
girlfriend also left at Shelby, as did several other passengers. The only noteworthy new passengers were a mother and her two sons.
The mother wore a fur stole, which is not the sort of thing you normally expect to see in the coach section of a train. She smoked like a
chimney, racing to the platform at every stop that promised to be longer than a minute or two—whether or not it was designated as a
smoke break. Her sons were extremely well behaved, but they had a rather melancholy look to them and they spoke in quavering,
hollow voices. Indeed the younger son‘s voice was almost identical to one I remember hearing years ago on the TV show Emergency.
That was right when child abuse was just beginning to be recognized, and the boy on the TV show supposedly suffered from ―battered
child syndrome‖. I have no reason to believe these children had been abused, but there certainly was something not quite right about
them.
The younger boy was seated next to a college-aged girl who was traveling out to Seattle to visit friends. He asked the girl to
guess how old his mother was. That would be a hard question, since she had peroxide hair and wore far too much make-up, but she
also had the prematurely old face of someone who has smoked her whole life. The girl politely guessed the mother to be not much
older than she herself was, and both the mother and the boy beamed. ―She‘s forty-two,‖ said the boy, ―but she looks so young and
pretty.‖ He went on and on about how attractive his mother was, a beauty I must confess I really didn‘t see. It was a very strange
conversation to overhear.
Before long we entered Glacier National Park. It was pitch black out, so I couldn‘t see the mountains at all, but I could feel the
curves and grades, so I could definitely tell we were in more rugged country. Out of boredom as much as anything, I went back to the
lounge, where I bought a can of Pepsi ($2), mostly because it was a design I didn‘t have in my collection. Unfortunately, while I got the
can home safely, when I took it out to school, a gust of wind caught a hold of it while I was getting out of my car, and it became litter
rather than a collectible.
We reached the tiny town of Essex at 8:40pm. Essex is home to the Izaak Walton Inn, which has an Amtrak stop right outside
its back door. Technically this is just a flag stop, but the train has stopped there every time I‘ve been past Essex. It‘s apparently
traditional for guests at the inn to line out outside and wave at the train when it goes by. It was snowing fairly heavily when we got to
Essex tonight, but they were still there waving at us. I felt properly welcomed and waved back at them. [This summer Margaret and I
will be staying at the Isaak Walton Lodge on our way back from Calgary. No doubt we‘ll be among those lined up to wave at
the train as it passes. It will be interesting to see things from the other side.]
Besides the terminals and Minneapolis, the most important stop on the entire Empire Builder route is Whitefish, Montana.
[Actually Minneapolis/St. Paul is probably more important than Whitefish, and Milwaukee may be as well. Whitefish is a major
stop, though.] Whitefish is a ski resort just west of Glacier Park, and it‘s also the nearest stop to Kalispell, Missoula, and Butte.
Especially in winter, the station serves literally hundreds of passengers each day. We made a long stop at Whitefish, as they unloaded
tons of ski equipment for people who would be weekending at the resorts. I made my way past the smokers on the platform and on into
the half-timbered station. They had a used book library in the station. Passengers could leave or take a variety of paperbacks, but they
were asked to leave a suggested donation of $1 for the service. I left a buck and picked up a small volume on baseball history. It
turned out to be duller than I had imagined it might be, but it did pass a few hours.
A rather loud group of young adults (I‘d bet just slightly older than college age) boarded at Whitefish. Because the train was
so crowded, the conductor had given all the Whitefish passengers specific seat assignments, rather than just having them seat
themselves (the more typical Amtrak practice). A newlywed bride had been assigned to the seat next to me, and her husband had
been given a window seat several rows back. Understandably they preferred to sit together, and they asked if I‘d trade places with the
husband. While it was a bit of a chore to gather up my stuff, I was certainly happy to oblige. As a bonus, the person on the aisle next
to my new seat was leaving at Sandpoint, Idaho, just a couple of stops further on. Not many people board in the wee hours
[particularly at small rural stations], so there was a good chance I‘d have an empty seat next to me most of the night.

I might as well have had an empty seat there already for all the hospitality my new seatmate provided. I said hello, and she
nodded as I made my way past to the window seat. She then turned away and didn‘t say a word the entire time. I wonder if perhaps
she didn‘t speak English. She was not unpleasant, but she might as well have been mute.
The new seat was directly next to the stairs that led down to the toilets. At first I got a rather nasty whiff of them, but then
shortly after that the car attendant announced that there was a problem and the toilets in our car were closed. For the duration of the
trip, people in our car would have to use the toilets in the coach one car back. I‘m not sure what they did to deal with the smell, but it
wasn‘t really a problem from there on. I managed to sleep surprisingly well.
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Northern Idaho to Vancouver, British Columbia
… Surprisingly well indeed. I noticed when my seatmate left at Sandpoint, and I grogged awake when we got to Spokane, and
there was movement as they split up the train into two sections. From there it‘s about a three-hour haul (which was actually closer to
four hours on this particular run) on to Ephrata, and I don‘t remember a bit of that. They announced breakfast over the loudspeaker
when we got to Ephrata, which made me decide it was officially morning.
The weather had definitely changed overnight. We had obviously gone through freezing rain. I could see out the windows, but
thick ice had collected at the sides, and there were blobs of ice in random patterns here and there around the glass. Outside the world
was white. There was snow in Whitefish, but it looked light and patchy. In central Washington the snow cover was thick, and it would
remain so almost all the way to the coast.
I made my way to the rear coach and used their toilet, which
wasn‘t nearly so clean as ours had been. (It may well have just been
another day or the additional people using it, but it really was filthy.)
Then I decided to have breakfast in the diner. While none of the
diner meals is exactly cheap, breakfast strikes me as the best overall
value. (Lunch is definitely the worst.) I had scrambled eggs, bacon,
hash browns, a buttermilk biscuit (that seemed to be leftover from
yesterday), and coffee for $9. That‘s about the same price a family
restaurant would charge, and the food is similar in quality to what
you‘d get at Perkins or Country Kitchen. Tips are additional, of
course, but they would be in a restaurant as well. A bonus is that
there is no sales tax on Amtrak purchases.
Even though the diner was nearly empty, they insisted on
seating people in multiple parties together. I was seated across from
a couple from North Dakota who were visiting their son who lived
north of Everett. This was the second Amtrak trip they‘d made in
rapid succession. Just before Christmas they had gone east to visit
their daughter in Baltimore. The couple was retired from farming, and
Website picture of what I had for breakfast on Amtrak
they were really enjoying traveling around the country. They were interested that I was a teacher and were quick to tell me that their
grandchildren attend Catholic schools.
We were about halfway between Ephrata and Wenatchee when I finished breakfast, right in the heart of apple country. The
countryside was filled with orchards, which in late December were nothing but bare branches in the middle of the snow. It‘s strange to
think of apples as a row crop, but that‘s exactly what they are in Washington. The neatly pruned trees were planted arrow straight, just
like corn or beans.
The seat next to mine had been empty since Sandpoint, and I was rather enjoying the luxury of a double seat to myself on
what was still a very crowded train. The car attendant assured me that the empty seat would fill at Wenatchee, and I made a point of
tidying up and making sure my stuff was not blocking the available seat. Oddly, when we left Wenatchee (an hour and fifteen minutes
late) the seat was still empty. In fact, I think it was the only empty seat on the entire train.
I was amused by the seat tag that one of the Wenatchee passengers had been given. The code
for Seattle is SEA, but his handwritten tag said ―SAE‖. It brought me back to my college days, when
―SAE‖ stood for the stuck up boys of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity [among the most annoying
jerks on the UNI campus]. This guy had the sort of old-time hippie look that is typical of many people in
the Northwest, and I don‘t think he‘d have fit in well with the brothers at SAE.
My itinerary called for me to get into Seattle at 10am. There was a forty-five minute layover
there, and then I‘d catch a thruway bus (contracted by Amtrak with another company) on to Vancouver.
While they apparently often hold those buses so connections can be made, with the train running more

than an hour behind schedule, I wasn‘t sure just how the connection would go. I did know there was another bus later in the day,
though, and I figured if worse came to worse, they‘d put me on that one.
As the crow flies it‘s really not all that far from Wenatchee to the metropolis on Puget Sound. Roads and railroads go nowhere
close to straight in the Cascade Mountains, though. In good weather it‘s a three-hour haul from Wenatchee to Everett on Amtrak.
Today we‘d need all of that and more. There was heavy snow in the Cascades—both in the air and on the ground. The temperature
was just barely below freezing, with all the streams flowing freely. There was no question that it was winter, though. The mountains
were fully covered from foot to peak, and the evergreens in the forests were bent over from the thick snow that covered them. Whole
towns were literally buried in snow. I recalled my sister talking about getting feet of sow when she was growing up out in Colorado.
That‘s exactly what they had here in Washington. People who had just been skiing in Whitefish remarked that this was the most snow
they‘d ever seen. I could certainly agree with that; it was a most impressive sight.
I was very glad to be going over
Stephens Pass in the Cascades in a train that
weighed countless tons rather than in any sort
of a motor vehicle on the highway. The train
tends to serve as its own plow (although we
could see actual plow trains parked on sidings
near the pass). U.S. highway #2 continued to
parallel the tracks, and it was definitely not a
road I‘d want to drive on. A line of SUVs was
headed up the pass, presumably headed to a
ski resort at its summit. They all stopped
partway up to put chains over their tires, and
even with added traction they were struggling to
make it to the top. It didn‘t help that they
seemed to be using old-fashioned snowplows
on the road. In Iowa these days we have
massive plows that really can cut through
enormous drifts. In Washington, though, they
were attempting to clear a major highway with
not much more than the blade the farmer used
to clear Margaret‘s driveway.
The railroad actually doesn‘t go over
the pass at all. It avoids a pass that‘s really not
Photo from a backpacking website with scenery very similar to what the
all that high (4100 feet) by going through the
Empire Builder passed through in central Washington
eight-mile Cascade Tunnel. We stopped just
beyond the tunnel because there was supposedly a problem with one of our locomotives. A freight train on the other track stopped
and assisted our engineer in making whatever repair was necessary, and in about fifteen minutes we were moving again. It was
literally downhill all the way to the Pacific, but with the winding tracks, it was still slow going.
The vegetation changed as we made our way down the mountains. It‘s all evergreen forest at the top of the pass. Just slightly
lower deciduous trees that had shed their leaves were mixed in. The snow lightened up (though it was still more than we had back in
Iowa) the lower we got, and before long we were in a forest of still green deciduous trees. Snow was falling among the trees like you
might see on a fall day back home. By the time we reached the outskirts of Everett the snow finally turned to rain, and it might as well
have been springtime.
I couldn‘t help but notice that gas in Washington was quite a bit more expensive than it was back in the Midwest. The prices
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were all over the place, but the cheapest price for the cheapest grade was $3.11 . I‘m still not really used to that ―2‖ at the front of gas
prices, and while I got a taste of 3‘s last summer, it‘s still quite a shock to see prices like that. […And it appears I‘m going to have to
get used to seeing 4‘s at the start of the prices this coming summer.]
We were still in the Cascade foothills at 9:50, ten minutes before we were supposed to arrive in Seattle. They had projected
that our ETA would be around 11:15, half an hour after my bus was scheduled to leave. Shortly after making that announcement they
announced that Vancouver passengers should exit the train in Everett, which is about an hour north of the terminal. They were
diverting the bus to stop there, so we could make our connection. We were nearly to Everett, and it turned out that when we got there
we had to wait nearly an hour for the bus to show up.
It would really make more sense to have Everett be the default connection for service to Vancouver. It‘s a much more
pleasant station than Seattle, and it‘s also a lot closer to the border. The reason they don‘t is that they‘re basically buying a few seats
on an express bus that‘s designed to transport people between the two big cities; connecting with trains is an after-thought.
Everett is an old industrial city that has morphed into a suburb. The train station is part of an urban renewal project that is
attempting to bring new life to a very run-down downtown area. Its main purpose is to serve commuters who take Sounder commuter
trains south to Seattle. The place also houses the local Greyhound station, it‘s a major interchange for local buses, and it houses the

public library and city hall. The station was very formally decorated for the holidays, which made it stand out that there were absolutely
no other Christmas decorations in downtown Everett.
The couple I had eaten breakfast with met their son at the station. Unfortunately they also found their luggage had been sent
onto Seattle instead of leaving the train with them. The station attendant assured them it would be coming back up on the Cascades
train this afternoon. Their son told them it was no big deal, but of course it would be a hassle to have to come back to claim the stuff.
I quickly read through the local papers and a rather encyclopedic booklet that explained how to use the local transit (which is
surprisingly cheap—as low as 50¢ for a bus ride and only $4 for the longest possible ride on the commuter trains). Then I had coffee
and a scone ($4.39) at a pretentious little coffee bar in the station. The napkin told me I was drinking ―the top 1% of the world‘s
coffees‖. Perhaps it was. It certainly tasted like coffee, but then so does the bottom 99%. At least in the station, unlike on the train,
they brewed it strong enough that I could enjoy the flavor. The most entertaining thing I saw while I sipped my coffee was a train of
eight engines—nothing else, just engines.
There were only about half a dozen people making the transfer from the Empire Builder to the thruway bus [which struck me
as surprisingly few]. Most interesting among them was a young man with a fiery red beard who had boarded the Builder at Cut Bank,
Montana. He was from Cut Bank but actually lived in Portland. His wife was from Vancouver. He had been at his own family‘s home
for Christmas and was now going up to visit his wife‘s family for New Year‘s. His wife had been working in Oregon on Christmas Day,
so she had gone north yesterday on the Cascades train.
At 11:30 the station attendant announced that the Vancouver bus had arrived. I wheeled my luggage out to the busway,
where a red and white CanTrail bus was parked. The driver was a sixty-ish Chinese man. He opened the storage bay beneath the bus
and seemed annoyed when I placed both my brown wheeled bag and my blue tote bag in there. I‘d have been hard -pressed to get the
blue bag in the tiny overhead bins, though.
The bus was almost entirely full. Once we boarded there were maybe five or six empty seats on board. All the other
passengers had boarded in Seattle, and only a few of them had connected with any train. [Interestingly, though, most of the
passengers had booked their tickets through Amtrak, and a lot of them were disappointed that they were taking a bus rather
than a train.] I sat next to a woman from a small town on Vancouver Island who been doing her after-Christmas shopping in the
States, taking advantage of the Canadian dollar‘s dramatic rise and the U.S. dollar‘s plummet. She had apparently taken this bus
numerous times. In downtown Vancouver she transfers to another bus, which boards the ferry for the crossing to the island. She gets
off in Nanaimo and waits there (probably at the same shopping center where Steve and I had lunch years ago) for family members to
come and get here.
It was awkward leaving Everett. While the station is literally right next to Interstate 5, there is no exit nearby (which is probably
another reason they don‘t make this the standard connection). We seemed to wander all through the decaying downtown before we
finally got on the freeway. I-5 itself was absolutely packed. It‘s six lanes until well north of Everett, but it could use at least eight.. Even
in areas that looked very rural, the road was full of traffic, and the 60mph speed limit lets you know you‘re never far from a lot of
population.
We fought a variety of precipitation as we made our way northward. It was probably good there was as much traffic as there
was, because much of that precipitation was in frozen from. There was snow and freezing drizzle, but I think the busy highway was
merely wet, not really slippery.
I spent a fair part of the trip northward filling out a Canadian customs ―landing form‖. The form is the same one they give out
on airplanes, and its wording is definitely geared toward those arriving by air. The form was complicated (and worded awkwardly in
both French and English), but eventually I figured out I could honestly answer ―no‖ to all the various questions.
It took about an hour and a half to get from Everett up to the Canadian border at Blaine. Buses are not allowed to cross the
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border on I-5. Instead we had to take the last exit in Washington, which is marked ―8 Street – Truck Customs‖. Those few people who
th
live in or have friends in Blaine presumably care about 8 Street; pretty much everyone, though, is heading for the border. While it‘s
technically ―truck customs‖, this is apparently the favored border for local traffic. I‘d read that the I-5 border routinely backs up for more
than an hour in both directions. The car lanes at truck customs most often move faster than that.
Before we reached customs we stopped at PAC-CAN, a set of twin duty free shops on opposite sides of the border. I didn‘t
even get off the bus, but several people stocked up on cheap cigarettes and booze. Others used the restroom or bought pop or water.
We stopped for about fifteen minutes and then pulled forward about fifty feet to the customs building.
The only time I‘ve crossed a border by bus before was in Europe. Even before the days of the European Union, crossing
European borders was a joke. Unless there was a reason to suspect there might be a problem, the luggage stayed in the storage bay
underneath. An officer came on board and either checked passports or just waved us on. The delay was a few minutes at most.
In the post-9/11 world, crossing the U.S./Canadian border by bus is quite a bit more involved than that. We arrived at the
border shortly after 1pm, and it was almost 2:00 when we finally got done with the formalities. The bus parked outside the customs
building. Then the driver put on rubber gloves and unloaded all the bags. He placed the bags on a conveyor belt similar to what you‘d

find at baggage claim in an airport. Once the bags were there he directed all of us to enter the building and claim our bags. Only after
everyone had claimed their bags would the customs agent (a surly young blonde woman) start processing people.
People could go to the agent one family at a time. However, the vast majority of people on the bus were traveling alone, so it
took quite a while for the individual agent to get to everyone. She was very thorough in her questioning, too. My interview was typical,
and it lasted a couple of minutes. She scanned my passport and asked where I came from and why I was going to Canada. She
seemed to find it particularly odd that someone from the Midwest would be coming to Vancouver for just a short stay but seemed
satisfied when the train trip across the Rockies was part of the vacation. She wanted to know if I knew anyone in Vancouver and kept
pressing that question repeatedly. She went through a variety of questions about things I might have with me that would not be allowed
in Canada and didn‘t seem to believe it was possible I didn‘t have drugs or weapons with me. (She‘d have been welcome to search my
luggage, but she didn‘t.) She asked me to show her a return ticket to prove I‘d be leaving Canada when I said I would and then asked
what my employment was in the States. Finally she was satisfied and let me proceed.
With both me and the others she processed, the agent seemed most concerned about people immigrating to Canada. While I
got lots of questions, she seemed to be doing quite a bit of racial profiling as she interviewed others. A black man in front of me was
questioned more than twice as long as I was, and several Asian people had their luggage searched. A Hispanic couple was not
allowed to enter Canada. They were detained and told they would be walked across the street to the U.S. customs station, where they
could wait for a bus back to Seattle.
Everyone else re-boarded our bus, and eventually we made our way onward. Just across the border we made our way
through a series of traffic circles (called ―roundabouts‖ in British Columbia) and stopped to let off a single passenger at the Pacific Bay
Resort in Surrey. I have a feeling many people book this hotel thinking it is right along the beach. In fact it‘s well inland and affords a
view of nothing other than highway 99, the northern extension of I-5. [Seeing the place brought to mind the movie White Men Can’t
Jump, where a resident of a tenement called the Vista View Apartments remarks ―there ain‘t no vista and there ain‘t no view‖.]
We joined highway 99 and made our way northward. There‘s a small stretch of farmland just north of the border, but soon we
were into urban sprawl. We were supposed to stop in Richmond (where Vancouver International Airport is located), but apparently no
one wanted to get off there. Instead we made our way down a series of highways that were not quite freeways (multilane highways
with some exits and some stop lights) through New Westminster and Burnaby. Eventually we came out onto Knight Street in the
eastern section of the city of Vancouver.
There‘s nothing about Vancouver that looks particularly Canadian, but it‘s definitely not an American city either. [Of all the
places I‘ve been, it probably looks most like Honolulu.] Southeast Vancouver cheaply built stucco and cement block homes set on
tiny tree-filled lots. Knight Street is mostly a business strip, and while a lot of its businesses have the same names you‘d see in an
American city, they are packed more closely together and are more likely to have ―parkades‖ (ramps) than parking lots.
We probably passed two dozen gas stations as we made our way down Knight Street. I‘d quickly find (and later confirm) that
at any given time there is exactly one price for gas in all of metro Vancouver. It‘s like a small town that way, where all the stations
1
quickly adjust their prices if any one changes theirs. Today the price on all the signs was $1.10 , a most unusual price indeed. Canada
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has always priced gas using every tenth of a cent, not just the /10 we have in the States. It‘s really weird, though, to use /10 instead of
an amount that would make the price seem less than it actually is. The price is, of course, a buck ten a liter. At the current exchange
rate, that would work out to about US$4.08 a gallon. I suppose I should be thankful for $3 gas when I see prices like that. [According
4
to the GasBuddy website, those same stations on Knight Street are charging $1.44 per liter in 2013, which at the current rate
of exchange works out to about US$5.05 a gallon.]
At precisely 2:45pm (15 minutes late) we arrived at Pacific
Central Station on the outskirts of downtown Vancouver. Pacific
Central is also Vancouver‘s inter-city train station, and it‘s located
directly across the street from the former Expo grounds where the
world‘s fair was held back in ‘86. While it‘s a lovely old station (like a
smaller version of Chicago‘s Union Station), there was nothing at all
familiar about the place. I don‘t think Steve and I ever looked to the
east when we got off the SkyTrain downtown.

Website photo of Pacific Central Station
(on a sunnier day than when I was there)

I hadn‘t eaten anything since the scone in Everett, and that
was more than four hours ago. There was a McDonalds in the
station, and I thought I might catch a bite there. This was one of
several places I found that prided itself on ―healthy alternatives‖. In
fact their menu board didn‘t list a single hamburger or other sandwich,
just various wraps and salads—all at astronomical prices (like $7.99
for a salad). They obviously sold the more traditional McDonalds
menu items, as that‘s what everyone in the place had on their trays. I
couldn‘t tell you what any of that stuff cost, though. What‘s more,
since the service was abysmally slow, I decided it wasn‘t worth finding
out.

There‘s a pleasant little park in front of the station. Guide books warned that the park was unsafe, but on a drizzly afternoon
there was certainly nothing to worry about there. If there were any unsavory characters, they‘d sought shelter elsewhere. Here in
Vancouver, by the way, the drizzle was not freezing. It was merely cold and miserable.
On the other side of the park is the Main Street SkyTrain station. SkyTrain is Vancouver‘s rapid transit system, the world‘s
largest fully automated railway. The thing works pretty much the same as the driverless trains that shuttle people between terminals at
airports all over the world. The big difference is that while most of those serve five or six stops in a relatively small area, SkyTrain
serves dozens of stations scattered around various parts of four different cities. [It really is an amazing system.]
Steve and I were among the first people to ride SkyTrain, which was first built for the world‘s fair. At the time I don‘t think I
realized it was an automated train. It was one of the first places I rode public transit, and mostly it just seemed new. In 1986 it really
would have been very advanced technology, and it‘s still quite a system even today.
While this was where we got off each day Steve and I went to the fair, Main Street station was completely unfamiliar. In my
memory, I pictured Main Street as an underground station (which the rest of the downtown stations are) In fact it‘s elevated. [The
station is partially enclosed by surrounding buildings, but I think those were built since the world‘s fair.] I did remember the
busy street that separated the station from the fairgrounds. Today the lone remnant left of the fair is Science World, a geodesic dome
that looks like a clone of the one at Epcot Center in Orlando. It has served as a children‘s museum ever since Expo 86 closed.
SkyTrain was one of the first public transit systems to use proof of payment ―honor system‖ ticketing. When Steve and I rode
the train back in ‘86, there were always guards in the stations to check that people had in fact bought tickets, so it was not really a
surprise to see a guard stationed just beyond the vending machines today. [Apparently in 2011 they began installing turnstiles in
the stations because of rising fare evasion.] Vancouver‘s high tech vending machines are somewhat less complicated than those
found in many cities. They seem more prone to malfunctioning, though. Most stations have about half a dozen machines, but it‘s rare
to find more than about two that are in proper working order. Some might be described as ―partially operational‖ (like they‘ll take coins,
but not bills or credit cards—or perhaps the other way around), but getting one that does everything as it should is rare.
SkyTrain was apparently extremely expensive to build. Even with a federal grant, the provincial government (which owns the
system) spent over a billion dollars on an expansion of the system (the Millennium line, which opened in 2002). However, since there is
no human operator, the trains are extremely cheap to run. TransLink, Vancouver‘s transit agency, supposedly loses more than a dollar
on every bus ride they provide, but they come out more than a dollar ahead on ever SkyTrain ride.
Individual fares on Vancouver transit are based on a zone system, and they‘re never cheap. A ride within the city limits of
Vancouver costs $2.25 (about US$2.30—and the price rose to $2.75 New Year‘s day). Rides to Zone 2 or Zone 3 cost between $2.75
and $5, depending on the distance and time of day. The best deal by far is a day pass, which costs $8 and is valid anywhere in metro
Vancouver. I put two Canadian $5 bills in the vending machine and got a pass and a ―twonie", the Canadian $2 coin that is gold on the
inside and silver on the outside.
SkyTrain comes with amazing frequency, roughly every two minutes at most times of day. [It‘s actually every 3 – 4 minutes
at off-peak hours, but that‘s still more often than the trains come in almost any other city on earth.] I‘d missed a train while I
was buying my pass, but another soon pulled up to the platform. The train was very familiar from my previous trip. They‘re boxy plastic
cars with rounded edges that date from that era when almond was the color for everything. These days they‘re looking more than a
little bit dated, but they still run perfectly well, and TransLink has kept them immaculately clean [which makes them stand out in a
rather grungy city].
While it was mid-afternoon, the train was still fairly crowded. I pushed my way on board with my luggage, and a guard who
was inspecting tickets directed me to a seat that was supposed to be reserved for the handicapped. I followed her direction and sat
down, even though I was riding just two stops.
The linear induction motors on SkyTrain provide a much smoother ride than you get on most transit systems. There‘s no
jerking, rattling, or sudden starts or stops. There‘s always a slight buzzing and whooshing in the background, but that‘s just about the
only indication there is that you‘re moving.
They‘ve revised the announcements on SkyTrain since the time when Steve and I took them. (They had to, since there is an
additional line and lots more stations than there used to be.) They‘re still given by a recorded female voice, but it seems less artificial
than it did all those years ago. The voice announced that the next stop would be Stadium, and then the doors opened. There was a
chime, and the doors closed. The chime sounded again and there was a clunk as if the door were trying to close again. Apparently
someone had held one of the other doors on the train open, and we couldn‘t move until it closed.
Stadium station is right at the entrance to the subway, which runs through what was once a freight tunnel beneath the main
downtown area. BC Place Stadium itself is right at the west end of the former Expo 86 grounds. Apparently the stadium (which looks
almost identical to the Metrodome in Minneapolis) was built for the fair, but I don‘t remember it. The area between Science World and
BC Place is all the former fairgrounds. Some of it is still not fully used (it‘s mostly parking), but the vast majority has been re-developed
into high-rise condominiums. The condos make the area (given the neighborhood name of ―False Creek North‖) look like the vast
majority of Vancouver. Large parts of both the city and the suburbs look remarkably like Chicago‘s Gold Coast (the high-rise area east

of Wrigley Field) or the Upper East Side of Manhattan. It also looks a lot like pictures you see of Hong Kong or Kuala Lumpur, which
makes sense given that virtually all the condos were built by Asian developers.
The disembodied voice announced that the next stop was Granville, and we soon entered the station of that name. I got up,
and the guard suggested I use the handicapped exit at the far end of the platform. Since I didn‘t particularly want to carry my luggage
up multiple staircases, I followed her advice. The station was immaculate, but the elevator—though apparently brand new—had been
badly scratched up by vandals.
The bad thing about taking the elevator was that I had no idea whatsoever where I was once I reached street level. Had I
taken the normal exit, I‘d have come out at the Granville Street Mall, a closed-off street in the heart of downtown that is surrounded by
the main shopping district. I‘d have just turned left there and walked southward (several blocks) to my hotel. When I exited the elevator
I came out at the corner of two streets I hadn‘t heard of. It turns out the elevator is at the far north end of Vancouver‘s Hudson‘s Bay
Company department store, though it exits to the street instead of to the store. The Bay was a block further north than it appeared on
internet maps I‘d checked out beforehand, and being at the far end put me in unfamiliar territory. I ended up circling three-fourths of a
city block before I realized just where I was and got properly oriented. I did eventually figure it out, and I headed south down Granville
Street.
The subway station was at Granville and Dunsmuir, in the heart of downtown. My hotel was at Howe and Drake, at the far
south end of the downtown area. It looked to be about six blocks away on every map I‘d checked out. If one just counts properly
named streets, that was about the distance. In addition to streets, though, there were lots of alleys—some of which had their own stop
lights. I‘d estimate it was almost exactly a mile from the station to the hotel. That‘s a fair hike, especially when pushing luggage around
in the rain.
The luggage was especially annoying because all the sidewalks in downtown Vancouver have a composite paving that seems
to be as much gravel as asphalt. I think it‘s intentional, trying to give the feel of old-time cobblestones. It wasn‘t hard to navigate the
luggage on that surface, but as the little wheels rolled on the stones it made enough noise to announce my presence for blocks ahead.
I was embarrassed to say the least, but I held my head high and just kept on walking.
Granville Street is one of those places that lets you
know you‘re not in Kansas anymore. The section right by
the subway station features elegant department stores,
jewelers, and the like, but as you head southward it rapidly
changes to a much more seedy type of business. While
pornography is tightly regulated in Canada, they do a landoffice business in ―romantic‖ aids and accessories. Store
after store after store sold strange battery-operated devices,
edible lubricants, anything you could imagine that could be
made of rubber, and ―intimate‖ garments for both sexes that
are best left to the imagination. The stores are mixed in
among ―theatres‖ that are nothing more than bars with ―live
entertainment‖ by scantily clad young ladies. I read in the
papers that at night prostitution is apparently a big problem
on this stretch of Granville. I was never in this area late
enough to verify that, but it would certainly be no surprise.
While Granville was amusing, it wasn‘t exactly a
pleasant street to walk down. Just one block west was
One of the first results in an image search for ―Granville Street‖
Howe Street, which was completely different. Howe is
(Another result showed a young lady begging, with a cardboard
designed for businessmen and tourists. It‘s lined with office
towers, government buildings, and hotels. While the luggage sign that said ―TOO UGLY TO PROSTITUTE – SPARE CHANGE?‖.)
still rattled unmercifully as I rolled it along, I definitely fit in better here than I did on Granville.
Eventually I made it down to Drake, the final traffic light at the south end of the city. Since much of Granville is a pedestrian
mall (and a lot of what isn‘t is closed off due to construction of a new subway line), traffic through downtown follows the streets
immediately east and west of there, Howe and Seymour. At Drake, most of the lanes of Howe angle off to form the Granville Bridge,
which carries traffic down highway 99 (and then Interstate 5) to Seattle. A single lane continues south on Howe from Drake, essentially
the first exit ramp off the expressway. My hotel was located on that exit ramp.
Crossing Howe Street to get to the hotel was easier said than done. You can only cross at marked crosswalks in Vancouver,
and it became quickly clear that absolutely no one jaywalks here. There was a crosswalk at Drake Street, but the light was definitely
timed to give Howe the primary right of way. I waited nearly five minutes before it changed and I could cross.
My home for the next three nights was the Quality Inn at False Creek, which while not as central as I‘d thought turned out to be
a very nice hotel. Its location was strange, though. The seven-floor building was built on top of a parking garage and next to an office
building and an elegant condo tower. It was across the street (or the exit ramp or whatever) from a Best Western and a Travelodge,

and within two blocks of both elegant hotels and places that would rent by the either the hour or the month. Immediately to the west
was the Canadian headquarters of Ticketmaster. Beyond there was ―Davie Village‖, Vancouver‘s gay district. It was filled with much
the same stuff I‘d seen on Granville, but geared toward a different clientele. Covenant House, the shelter for runaway youth, was two
blocks east, on the other side of the exit complex at Seymour Street (and conveniently close to both the Granville and Davie prostitution
zones). Underneath the bridge approach were a self storage service and a taxi company. One night I counted over seventy taxis
parked outside their headquarters.
A
very
pleasant
Hispanic woman checked me
in efficiently. I was redeeming
hotel points for a free room,
and I was pleasantly surprised
that the reservation had gone
through without a hitch. She
directed me to a brass-door
elevator, and I made my way
up to the sixth floor and down
the hall to a very pleasant
room. The walls of the room
were brick (interesting in a
relatively new building), and
the furnishings were warmly
colored wood. An enormous
window looked out over the
Granville Bridge, the condo
towers on the old Expo site,
and provided a nice view of
the whole downtown area.
(I‘m glad my room was on the
Howe Street side, as the other
rooms would have overlooked
the narrow alley between the
View from Room 616 – Quality Inn at False Creek, Vancouver
Quality Inn and the Ticketmaster building.) A Southwestern style painting hung on the wall, and the bathroom was tiled in an Indian design. [The Southwestern
décor was kind of strange in Canada, but it did look quite attractive.]
I took a quick shower and then set out exploring. I walked over to Seymour (northbound highway 99) and made my way
northward through the east side of downtown. Most of Seymour seems to be trying hard to gentrify, but it isn‘t quite there yet. [That
would be a good description for just about all of Vancouver that isn‘t modern towers.] It has that rough feel you often find on
the fringes of downtown. Nothing came across as particularly unsafe, but it wasn‘t a place I‘d be rushing back to.
I turned east on Pender Street and made my way through
Vancouver‘s Chinatown. They claim to have Canada‘s largest
Chinatown, though Toronto made that same claim—and having seen
both I‘d personally put my money on Toronto‘s. There‘s a lovely gate
at the entrance to Chinatown that is another leftover from the world‘s
fair. The gate marked the entrance to the Chinese pavilion at Expo
86. I didn‘t specifically remember it from the fair, but it certainly fit in
well in Chinatown.
Just east of Chinatown is an area I knew ahead of time
would be seedy. ―Downtown Eastside‖ is described even by the city
of Vancouver itself as ―Canada‘s largest skid row‖. I‘d seen L.A.‘s
skid row (supposedly the world‘s largest), and I must say DTES looks
very similar to the southeast part of downtown Los Angeles. The
century-old buildings here are some of the most architecturally
interesting in Vancouver, but the area has been in decline for
decades. Today beggars roam the streets and junkies shoot up in the
alleys. While this was not at all surprising in a place they called ―skid
row‖, I‘d find in the next few days that the same things could actually
be found all over Vancouver. Vancouver has just about the mildest
climate in Canada (only Victoria, on Vancouver Island, is warmer in
winter), so it attracts homeless people from all over the country. It
Chinatown Gate – Vancouver
also has the same youth-oriented culture you‘d find in Seattle or San Francisco, with correspondingly high rates of drug abuse. Much
of the city has the feeling of a ratty college town, and begging and public drug use are among many questionable activities that just
seem to be taken for granted here.

I actually had a reason for coming to Downtown Eastside, though things didn‘t turn out as I‘d planned. I‘d hoped to visit the
Vancouver Police Museum, which is housed in the former police precinct #1 near Main and Cordova, in the heart of DTES. I found the
new police headquarters, but I couldn‘t seem to locate the museum. Since it was getting dark and really didn‘t care to just wander
around aimlessly in such a neighborhood, I decided it would be wise to head back into more civilized environs.
I headed west on Cordova, past several missions with handwritten signs on their doors saying they were full to capacity. I also
passed any number of people asking if I could spare a buck or two. The beggars in Vancouver are quite different from the population
as a whole. Vancouver overall is young and diverse. About half of Vancouverites are of Asian ancestry (more than half of them first
generation immigrants), with Anglo-Canadians (i.e.: whites) second among the ethnic groups. There‘s also a surprisingly large number
of Hispanic people in Vancouver (something I don‘t really think of in Canada), and there are many recent immigrants from eastern
Europe and the Middle East. Unlike the city, the beggars are invariably old and white. Pretty much all of them were gray-haired or
bald, and every single one of them was Caucasian.
While I didn‘t give Vancouver‘s homeless any of my money, I was more tempted to do so there than in some other places I‘ve
been. The ―full‖ signs on the missions were a bit of a shock and made me realize that some of these people really did have no
alternative to living on the street. I also know from things I‘ve read that there‘s an incredible shortage of affordable housing in metro
Vancouver. In particular, there is almost no available rental property. Those apartment towers are all condos, for sale starting around
half a million dollars. If you can‘t afford a down payment, they aren‘t available to you.
[There has been quite a bit of controversy in my own community about rental property recently. A couple of
developers have been seeking zoning variances to allow them to build apartments on what currently are essentially
abandoned lots. The neighbors have been quite vocal in their opposition to the changes. Essentially their argument is that
renters will destroy the neighborhood. To hear them talk, to be a good citizen one must be a land owner. As a lifelong renter I
find that attitude rather offensive, and I do wonder just where they think people who can‘t afford real estate should live.]
Just
west
of
Downtown Eastside is the
nicely scrubbed and heavily
patrolled
tourist-oriented
neighborhood of Gastown.
Gastown was the site of the
originally
settlement
of
Granville, the place that was
later re-named Vancouver.
Quaint brick streets are lined
with old buildings that have
been re-born as pricey hotels
($200/night
minimum),
elegant restaurants (entrees
starting at $35), imitation
British pubs, and countless
gift shops. I didn‘t buy a
thing here, but it was
interesting to see.
I made my way to
Waterfront
Station,
an
elegant old train station that
now serves as the downtown
terminal for SkyTrain and
also for commuter trains that
run out to the distant suburbs
(like Maple Ridge, where
Steve and I camped when we
went to Expo). I made my
way down to the subway and
boarded an eastbound train.
It was rush hour now, and I
was glad to have boarded at
the terminal. By the time we
got back to Granville the train
was packed with people
heading home from work.

The famous steam clock in Gastown – Vancouver, British Columbia

One of the original era of SkyTrain cars, in the subway in downtown Vancouver
SkyTrain runs on an elevated guideway from the old Expo grounds through eastern Vancouver and on into the suburbs of
Burnaby and New Westminster. It then crosses the Fraser River on ―SkyBridge‖, the world‘s longest transit-only bridge, a cable stay
structure that looks a lot like the new Mississippi River bridge at Burlington. South of the Fraser is Surrey, the same place where I had
crossed the border into Canada. This part of Surrey is very different than the part down by the border, though. With over 400,000
people Surrey is the second largest city in British Columbia (trailing only Vancouver itself), and its central area comes across as more
―city‖ than suburb. I exited at Surrey Centre station, in the middle of a sea of office towers and condo towers. I walked a couple blocks
south and came out at Central City Mall, which occupies the first floor of the vertical campus of Simon Fraser University.
I had read that the Surrey Centre area was not particularly safe, and I‘d see later on TV that Surrey as a whole had the highest
crime rate in all of Canada in 2007. The walk from the station to the mall was uneventful, though, with the biggest danger being icy
sidewalks. Being inland, Surrey is just slightly colder in winter than Vancouver proper, so what was rain back at my hotel was mixed
snow and ice out here.
I spent quite a bit of both time and money in Central City Mall. The main place I went was Zellers, the down-market cousin of
Hudson‘s Bay Company. Most Zeller‘s stores were at one time K-Marts, though the feeling the stores have is more like Target.
[Interestingly, Target is entering Canada in 2013—primarily in locations that Zellers abandoned. The Bay closed down all their
®
Zeller‘s stores in 2012.] I bought another set of headphones so I could use my Walkman on the way home, and I also picked up the
DVD of The Simpsons Movie which I‘d asked for but hadn‘t gotten for Christmas. [I think I watched that movie exactly once, and I
honestly didn‘t much care for it. Eventually I hope to have a complete collection of Simpsons DVDs, though, and the movie is
an essential part of that.] They had a sale on underwear, so I picked up some shorts. I also got some Sesame Sticks candy. When
Margaret and I were making Christmas cookies and candy while we were snowed in, one of the recipes we ran across was for this very
product, which is basically a brittle of sesame seeds in hard candy syrup. It‘s apparently a Polish delicacy, and I‘d enjoy snacking on it
on the train trip home. When I checked out the cashier (a young man from somewhere in south Asia) scoffed at my Visa card and
pointed out that I could save almost $15 with a ―Club Zed‖ card. He was quite upset that I didn‘t apply for one, and I wondered what
commission he got on those applications. [I recently read an article about this very topic. While it‘s apparently rare that

companies would actually give commissions for club memberships, what they do instead is tie them to employee evaluations.
Having customers check out without using club cards reflects negatively on the cashiers at evaluation time. The companies
want customers to use the cards, because they generate data on customers‘ individual spending habits. The stores can use
this information themselves, but they also make money by selling the data to direct marketers.]
I went back to the SkyTrain station and caught an inbound train. I re-crossed the river and went back a few stops to a very
familiar station [at least by name], Metrotown. Metrotown was the station where Steve and I boarded SkyTrain each day we went to
the world‘s fair. At the time it was near the end of the line, and it was a park-and-ride we could get to fairly easily.
I could pretend that the station looked familiar (though it was about as generic of a transit station as you‘d find anywhere), but
nothing else about the Metrotown area was remotely similar to how it was in ‘86. In my travelogue about the world‘s fair I described
parking in a patch of gravel in the middle of some run-down warehouses. The Metrotown neighborhood I saw on this trip could not be
more different than that description. Vancouver has been big to push what they call transit-oriented development, meaning housing
and commercial development within walking distance of the various SkyTrain stations. Metrotown was the first and has grown into the
largest of these developments. The center of the Metrotown complex today is ―The Metropolis at Metrotown‖, the largest shopping mall
in British Columbia (and one of the ten largest in the world). Surrounding the mall are numerous condo towers and office towers, one of
which houses the regional government for metropolitan Vancouver. The towers line Kingsway and Willingdon, the two major streets in
the area and continue over to Patterson, the next SkyTrain station to the west.
Metrotown is in Burnaby, the third largest city in British Columbia. (The capital city of Victoria, by the way, ranks fifth in the
province.) Metro Vancouver includes only about a dozen separate places, but most of them are bigger than Des Moines. ―City‖ is also
an ill-defined term here, since the primary government is regional. While there is a Vancouver city council (that can be rather fascist
with its ―politically correct‖ ordinances), most things that affect people‘s lives (like zoning and taxes) apply the same throughout the
Lower Mainland region.
I made my way through the skywalk that connects Metrotown station with the mall. I found a directory and pondered what
route I might take past the 400+ stores on the premises. My first stop was at a Hallmark store where I picked up a bunch of postcards.
My brother Steve likes postcards, and since it would be dark and dreary most of the time I was in Vancouver, I figured postcards would
give me a better memory of the scenery than any pictures I might take.
Next I went to a little stand in the middle of the hallway called Gelato Fiasco. It‘s not hard to figure out they served gelato, that
smooth Italian ice cream. For $3 (plus 14% tax) I had a small dish of kiwifruit gelato that was awesome. After dessert I went for a ―real‖
dinner—much needed, since I really hadn‘t eaten since morning. I decided to compare the chicken kabobs served at two different
places in what they bill as ―the world‘s largest food court‖ [though, honestly, it didn‘t strike me as all that big]. The first was
Nando‘s, the South African chain Margaret and I had eaten at in London. Nando‘s serves chicken marinated in a spicy sauce made
from peri-peri peppers that are native to Mozambique. For $8 I got a chicken kabob, rice, and a can of orange drink. I wasn‘t really full,
so I also went to Opa!, a Greek food chain based in Calgary that apparently just opened a branch at the Mall of America in Minneapolis.
[Sadly, Margaret and I tried to eat there earlier this month, and we found they‘d closed—replaced by a Nathan‘s hot dog
franchise.] I parted with $7 more and got another chicken kabob (this one much less spicy), together with a Greek salad and pita chips
(a slab of pita bread that had been fried on a grill and then cut into quarters). Nando‘s kabob was definitely superior, but the side
dishes were better at Opa!. The Greek salad was mainly tomato and green pepper cubes, with olives and just a few shreds of lettuce
thrown in. It was topped with feta cheese and served with a very tangy vinaigrette. The pita chips were also excellent, much better
than Nando‘s tasteless rice.
After thoroughly stuffing myself (and parting with the equivalent of $17.50 in American money, including tax), I did a bit more
shopping. I went to the Metrotown location of the Bay, where I bought a shirt and tie. The two items definitely didn‘t go together. While
the shirt came with cuff links, it was very much a casual shirt (they described it as ―club wear‖—as in to wear on a date at a night club).
[The shirt is nice, but it‘s not something I wear very often. It‘s the wrong level of dress for most things I do.] I wouldn‘t really
have gotten the tie at all [and I don‘t remember today which tie I got at the Bay at Metrotown], except that they were having a sale
on all their clearance merchandise where in addition to 40% off the lowest clearance price on the shirt, I could also get any clearance
item of equal or lesser value free. After scouring the entire store, the tie was the only other thing that remotely appealed to me.
Next I went to Chapters, which is Canada‘s answer to Border‘s or Barnes and Noble. It‘s an enormous bookstore that has no
problem with people drinking coffee, socializing, and reading books without buying them. I bought a calendar I‘ve got out at school and
a CD they were pushing by two twins who were apparently the winners in Canada‘s answer to American Idol [which wasn‘t bad, but
was honestly a bit on the dull side]. I also picked up a tube of chocolate covered cherries. These weren‘t the chocolate cherries I
normally think of. Instead of soft, creamy centers, these were dried cherries covered in dark chocolate—sort of like elegant raisinettes.
They were different, but really quite good.
My final stop was at The Loonie Bin. This was a dollar store, as ―loonie‖ is the nickname for Canada‘s dollar coin. While all I
bought there was more postcards, it was interesting to sift through all the junk they had on display. [On those rare occasions I
happen to be in malls, I really love browsing through dollar stores. I do get a real kick looking over all the junk.]
It was shopping at Metrotown that gave me the title for this travelogue. All the stores, both here and throughout Vancouver,
were having ―Boxing Week Sales‖. Boxing Day is, of course, traditional British usage for the day after Christmas. Here, though, they

were extending the celebration from the Feast of St. Stephen all the way through New Year‘s. Even newscasters used the term ―boxing
week‖—and not just in stories about shopping, but in anything that referred to the final week of December.
I had used most of the $50 in Canadian cash I‘d gotten at MSP airport last summer, so it was time to re-stock my funds. I
found a Bank of Montreal ATM on the lower level of the mall, beneath the food court. The ATM asked several more questions than its
American counterparts, but I eventually got four crisp $20 bills without a problem. As a bonus, even though the machine said a $3.50
fee could be assessed to ―non-Canadian cardholders‖, when the transaction went through my account was debited for just $81.60,
precisely the exchange rate of US$1.02 per Canadian dollar. [I don‘t think I‘ve ever paid a fee at a foreign ATM. They‘re invariably
the cheapest place to get cash outside the U.S.A.]
$1.02 was the official exchange rate, though stores were most often accepting U.S. currency at a discount of $1.10. Either of
those rates is dramatically different than what the U.S./Canadian exchange has been in recent years. The CBC ranked the parity of the
Canadian and U.S. dollars as their biggest news story of 2007, and given that the loonie was worth only 70¢ a few years back, that‘s a
huge leap. As the world‘s second largest oil producer, Canada‘s currency is closely tied to energy prices. Expectations are it will
continue to soar unless the Canadian government takes steps to lower it (which they may, as Canadian industries like auto plants are
suffering greatly as their products become unaffordable in the States).
Canadian money has changed a bit since the last time I was up north (and quite a bit since that trip Steve and I made out to
Vancouver). There are only three bills in common circulation in Canada today—worth $5, $10, and $20. Fives are blue, tens are
purple, and twenties are green. The twenty has a not too outdated picture of Queen Elizabeth, while the other bills feature early prime
ministers of Canada. The back of the five shows kids playing hockey, the ten shows the Peace Arch on the B.C./Washington border
along Interstate 5, and the twenty shows a native wooden sculpture that happens to be housed in Vancouver‘s Museum of
Anthropology. (Having two of the three scenes being from the Vancouver area was interesting to me.) The back of each bill also
features literary quotes from Canadian authors in both English and French. The only poem you‘re likely to recognize is ―In Flanders
Field‖ which accompanies the Peace Arch on the $10 bill. The bills are extremely high tech, with holographic foil strips running along
them in addition to all the microprinting and watermarks you‘d expect on modern money.

The back of the current Canadian $5 bill. The text reads (in French and English): The winters of my childhood were long,
long seasons. We lived in three places—the school, the church, and the skating rink—but our real life was in the skating rink.
Since $5 is the smallest bill, you get a lot of change in Canada. The pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters are essentially the
same as they‘ve always been—the same size, color, and shape as their American equivalents, but made of lighter metals. [In late
2012 they stopped producing pennies in Canada, and as of mid 2013 they‘re no longer being circulated. Another major
change is that by the end of 2013 all Canadian bills will be made of plastic.] The Queen appears on the front of all those coins,
and various wildlife (a maple leaf, a beaver, a moose, etc.) grace the back. These days the main Canadian coins are the ―loonie‖ and
―twonie", worth $1 and $2 respectively. The loonie is more or less identical to the U.S. golden dollar coins (though calling the fake
brass ―gold‖ is quite a stretch in either country), while the twonie is quite similar to the bimetal two euro coin I‘d seen in France and
Spain. Unlike other places where high value coins are common, I will give Canada credit that the stores always seem to have sufficient
change. I still don‘t like having a pocket full of valuable coins, but at least the system seems to work in Canada.
There was a bit of commotion as I exited the mall. A private security guard (such people are everywhere in the Vancouver
area) was in the process of kicking some high school kids out of the mall. The young people were white, and the guard was south
Asian. One of the girls shouted at the guard as they left, ―You‘re just _____ racist, you _____! You won‘t even let us _____ sit in the

____ mall.‖ (It‘s President Nixon‘s birthday as I write this, so I‘ve properly deleted all the expletives.) ―I‘m not kicking you out because
I‘m racist,‖ responded the guard. ―It‘s because you‘re swearing and being all weird.‖ The kids were indeed ―all weird‖, though not all
that different from most other high school kids that way. That they were cursing up a storm put them right in line with most of
Vancouver, too. I thought I‘d heard a lot of blue language in London, but that was mild compared to Vancouver. Almost everywhere I
went people were swearing, as if that were just the ordinary thing everybody should do.
The vulgar kids and I made our way to the SkyTrain station. As we neared the entrance another guy who had just gotten off
the train called out to the group and asked if he could trade something (I forget what) for a cigarette. That was no surprise either, as
everyone of every age seems to smoke in Vancouver. (…And at eight bucks a pack, it‘s probably what makes some people homeless.)
The kids made their trade, but when he got the cigarette, the boy complained ―it‘s _____ wet. That‘s _____ disgusting!‖

―Lights of Hope‖ for Christmas
at St. Paul‘s Hospital
Burrard Street, downtown Vancouver

I hopped aboard a train and rode to Burrard, one
stop further downtown than Granville. Burrard was actually
just slightly further from my hotel than Granville, but I‘d
soon find the walk from there was much more pleasant.
While there were a number of beggars on Burrard, they
were relatively tame.
Burrard Street is full of civic
institutions—churches, schools, libraries, and hospitals.
Many of these were decorated for the holidays, and the
lights were really pretty as I walked down the street at
night. Two decorated objects particularly stood out. One
was an enormous hospital that had apparently had a drive
where cancer survivors or the relatives of victims could
donate lights to their display. The other was a construction
crane that was working on a building that was at least thirty
stories high. The crane was all decked out in Christmas
lights, a towering glow over the city.

I turned off Burrard at Davie Street, a block and a half north of the hotel. I mentioned earlier the ―Davie Village‖, and the gay
bars were certainly hopping on Friday night. I had no desire to frequent any bar—gay or straight—so I just walked on past.
Back at the hotel I spent most of the evening watching Canadian TV. The hotel had very comprehensive cable service, so I
had a wide variety of options. Government regulations require that a set percentage (something like 80%) of all programming on
Canadian cable systems to be ―Canadian content‖. They show the big U.S. broadcast networks (here the Seattle stations), but not
most of the American cable networks. Instead they have Canadian clones of those networks. Some of the programs are the same (just
as we air programs produced in other countries on our TV networks [and some American networks, like HGTV, have an enormous
amount of their content produced in Canada]), but much of it is produced in Canada in the style of programs that air south of the
border. I watched Canadian clones of the weather channel, the food network, and the Discovery channel as well as the news on CBC.
I also found two channels that programmed exclusively in Chinese and one each in French and Spanish. It was quite late when I finally
turned off the TV, but it made for an interesting evening.

Saturday, December 29, 2007
Greater Vancouver, British Columbia
I was up fairly early today and took advantage of the time difference to call Margaret back in Iowa, where it was already midmorning. After chatting a bit I walked down to Burrard station and bought another day pass. I didn‘t want to use transit immediately,
but the stations were the only places I knew where I could buy a pass. (Apparently some convenience stores and drugstores also sell
them, but they sure don‘t advertise the fact.)
I next walked down Robson Street, which is the place to shop in Vancouver. (Actually, I‘d bet Metrotown does quite a bit more
volume, and the two places sell pretty much the exact same merchandise. Robson has that ―Rodeo Drive‖ or ―Fifth Avenue‖ reputation,
though.) I walked down several shopping streets in Vancouver, and it was interesting to see the contrast between the commercial
streets and the surrounding residential areas. As I‘ve mentioned before, almost all of the residences in central Vancouver are very new
high-rises. Strangely, though, the shops are mostly in one- or two-floor buildings that date from the middle of the last century. Robson
looks much like a small town Main Street, but it‘s surrounded by apartment towers. Most of the other commercial streets in Vancouver
are similar. Whether that‘s intentional or not, it does have the effect of making the towers a bit less overwhelming. I didn‘t have the
feeling of being in the bottom of a canyon that I‘ve gotten in New York, for instance. [The development pattern is actually the exact
opposite of what you‘d see in places like New York or Chicago. In those places skyscrapers line the main drags, but the side
streets often have old rowhouses or commercial buildings. For some reason, though, in Vancouver it‘s the side streets that
have the towers.]
My destination was quite far west on Robson, near its intersection with Denman Street, the main drag of the area called West
End. [Actually, as in many cities, Vancouver‘s streets don‘t really follow cardinal directions. Robson really runs southeast to

northwest, and Denman northeast to southwest. Their intersection is about ten blocks away from the core of downtown,
though.] In a nondescript one-floor building of blue-painted bricks was a very nice little restaurant, easily my favorite of the places I ate
on this trip. DeDutch is a chain based in Vancouver that specializes in ―pannekoken‖, enormous savory (not sweet) pancakes that are
a specialty in the Netherlands. I remember seeing Rachel Ray eating pannekoken when she visited Amsterdam on $40 a Day. I‘m not
likely to be in Holland any time soon, but I thought it might be fun to try out Vancouver‘s version of the dish.
I was the first customer of the
day at this particular DeDutch, and a very
stereotypically gay man told me I could sit
wherever I wanted. I found a table by the
wall that faced the window and scanned
through the menu. I chose item #14, a
pancake based on eastern European
periogies. Inside a light pancake batter—
where you might ordinarily place
blueberries—they‘d put crumbled bacon,
onion, potato, and two different cheeses.
The dish was served with sour cream and
real maple syrup on the side. The syrup
didn‘t really go with it (though given that it
was real, I had to try it, of course), but the
sour cream was an excellent accent. The
meal was $12.50, plus another $3 for
really excellent coffee—pricey, but not
completely unaffordable.
The restaurant quickly filled up,
but the one waiter managed to serve
everyone most efficiently. By far the most
popular dish appeared to be what they
called ―De Canadian‖ (all the menu items
Abby perogie pannekoken –from the DeDutch website
were ―De‖ something or other, even ―de
coffee‖), which was basically ham and eggs on top of an enormous platter-sized pancake, with a fried tomato on the side. Most people
drowned their ham and eggs in maple syrup. That struck me as repulsive, but they all seemed to like it.
The restaurant was pleasantly decorated with lace tablecloths and the same blue tiles Dickens described on Scrooge‘s hearth
in A Christmas Carol. There were paintings on the walls with a Dutch maritime theme, and a clock on the wall gave the correct local
time in Amsterdam (where it was going on dinner time, as I had breakfast). The decorations put me in the mood to pick up one of the
Dutch souvenirs they had displayed by the cash register, so I sprang for a $15 Delft coffee mug. It‘s kind of strange that my main
souvenir of Canada actually came from Holland, but it was fitting for this particular trip. [This is a lovely mug, and it remains one of
my favorites.]
One of the busiest bus routes in the city runs down Robson Street, and there was a bus stop just across the street from
DeDutch. It‘s interesting that almost all the buses in the city of Vancouver (but not in the suburbs) are electric, modern versions of the
trolley-buses Paul and I saw in Russia. There are overhead wires strung on every major street in the city, so the buses can easily shift
from one to another. Electric buses greatly reduce pollution (particularly when the source for them is hydropower from the mountains),
and they run much more quietly than diesel or gas.
I caught the Robson Street bus (#5) and rode it back to Burrard station. I went down to the subway and took SkyTrain one
stop further on to Waterfront. (A nice thing about those frequent trains is that there was no question but that taking the train was
quicker than walking. [This was a very short ride, and if I were in Chicago for instance, walking would have been the better
option.]) In addition to SKyTrain and commuter trains, Waterfront is also the terminal for TransLink‘s SeaBus. (If you haven‘t figured it
out yet, pretty much all the transit in Vancouver has a capital letter in the middle of its name.) SeaBus is an enormous passenger ferry
(it reminded me of the Staten Island Ferry) that shuttles people across Burrard Inlet between the city and the suburb of North
Vancouver. At rush hour on weekdays they have ferries that leave every five minutes, but on weekends service is only every half hour.
I had a fairly long wait before the boat showed up.
I had lots of company during my wait. The dock area was full of young people carrying snowboards. There are a couple of
major winter sports resorts in North Vancouver, and they‘re obviously popular with the local kids on weekends. I‘ve never been
snowboarding myself, but it‘s always looked like fun. I can‘t imagine starting at this age, though. [There are people my age who do
participate in ―extreme‖ sports, but the very idea just screams ―midlife crisis‖.]
They had a brightly decorated Christmas tree in the waiting area, and above it a digital clock counted down the time until the
next ferry would depart. When it reached about five minutes the ferry arrived. It slowly pulled up to the dock and anchored . The
Vancouver-bound passengers exited through a far set of doors, and then the doors by our waiting area opened. [We entered], the

doors closed, they played a brief
safety recording, and then we were
off.
The crossing takes about
fifteen minutes, and there‘s a nice
view of the harbor (or rather ―harbour‖
in the proper British spelling) the
whole way.
We soon arrived at
Lonsdale Quay [pronounced ―key‖,
for those who may not have
known], the very bottom of a city that
rises rather dramatically into the
mountains. Just beyond the dock was
a covered busway, and I made my
way to bus #229, which was waiting in
one of the bays. Shortly after it
departed, I thought I had gotten on the
wrong bus, so I pulled the cord,
walked around a corner, and boarded
bus #228. While both of these buses
went to the general area I wanted to
go, it turned out that #229 was actually
the one that went closer to my ultimate
A SeaBus on Burrard Inlet, with the downtown Vancouver
destination. I‘d misplaced my bus
skyline in the background
map, though, and with such similar numbers, it was confusing. [This is a problem with buses. Almost every rail transit vehicle has
a map of the route prominently displayed, but the same bus often serves many different routes and usually doesn‘t have any
indication of where it‘s going other than the ultimate destination.] While I was technically on the wrong bus, the bonus was that by
going out and back by different routes I got to see more of the area.
North Vancouver was definitely the most suburban place I went in the metropolitan area. That said, I must point out that this
―suburb‖ is nearly as large as Omaha. What made ―North Van‖ (as locals invariably call it) seem suburban was that the only c ondo
towers were right near the coast. Up in the mountains everyone lived in single family homes. They were big boxy homes like those
Margaret and I had seen in Newfoundland years ago, though built on much smaller lots. It was also striking that every home h ad a
chimney with thick smoke coming out of it on this cold morning. [You don‘t think of people heating with coal or wood these days,
but they apparently still do
in B.C.]
I got off the bus at
Lynn Valley Road and Peters
Street and proceeded on foot
from there. That was easier
said than done. There was a
general
snow
cover
throughout North Vancouver
—not heavy snow, but about
an inch or so of cover. What
made it bad, though, was that
beneath much of the snow
was a thick ice that reminded
me of what we had back
home right after Thanksgiving.
I would have like to have had
track spikes as I struggled to
make my way down the icy
sidewalk.
I made my way to
Peters and Duval, which is the
entry point to Lynn Canyon
Park.
This provincially
operated park extends from
Snow and ice in the rainforest at the entrance to Lynn Canyon Park
the city‘s edge far up into the
mountains. I hiked a tiny portion of the Baden-Powel Trail (built by the local Scout troops and named after Scouting‘s founder) right

near the park entrance. It led to the park‘s most important feature, the Lynn Canyon Bridge. This is one of two pedestrian suspension
bridges that cross gorges in North Vancouver. The more famous Calipano Suspension Bridge is part of a privately-owned tourist
attraction that costs $28 to visit. [I probably should point out that there are other attractions besides the bridge at Calipano, but
it‘s overpriced nonetheless.] Owned by the province, the Lynn Canyon Bridge is free. Built of steel cables (its floor, sides, and
supports are all cables), the bridge is several hundred feet above the rushing stream below and affords magnificent views of the
surrounding rainforest. It‘s well enclosed (you could commit suicide, but you won‘t fall off), and the deck was quite a bit less slippery
than anything else in the area. It was still strange to walk along it as it swayed, though. I walked back and forth a couple of times, and I
really enjoyed taking in the surrounding views.

LEFT: Lynn Canyon Suspension Bridge
RIGHT: Self-portrait of David Burrow on the
Lynn Canyon Bridge
Being the middle of winter, the park seemed
surprisingly busy to me. While it was in no way
crowded, I was far from the only person on the
bridge, and the trails leading out to the more remote
regions were also being used. The parking lot near the main entrance had at least two dozen cars, and there were two other people in
the restroom I used before I left. [This contrasts with Minnehaha Park, a major green space in south Minneapolis. That park is
crowded throughout the summer, but pretty much deserted from Thanksgiving through Easter.]
I walked back to Peters and Duval, where bus #229 stops. A man was waiting at the bus stop when I showed up, and he
looked at me rather suspiciously. I just read the schedule posted by the stop and found a place to lean. Soon a couple more people
joined us, and before long the bus showed up. (Given that it only comes every half hour, I‘d timed things remarkably well.) The driver
was a very pleasant young man who greeted each passenger who boarded, called out the passing streets, and answered people‘s
questions in detail. Many city bus drivers are among the gruffest, most rude people anywhere, but this man really seemed to enjoy his
job. I wish I could have found out his name; he deserves a commendation.
The return route (down Lynn Valley Road and Lonsdale Avenue) was much more commercial than the route the other bus had
taken. This also looked suburban, though. We passed minimalls and gas stations and one of those big pole building churches (the sort
of place where they almost certainly worship the sacred screen). Lonsdale led through what they probably call ―downtown‖ North
Vancouver, and it seemed like the sort of strip you‘d find in the inner suburbs near Chicago or New York—short or mid-level buildings
with coffee bars, convenience stores, hair salons, and tanning spas on their first floors.
Tanning spas, by the way, are very big in Vancouver. That struck me as odd, given that the majority of the residents already
have the tropical look by nature of their ethnicity. I can‘t imagine an Asian or Hispanic person patronizing a tanning spa, but I guess
there must be enough pasty-skinned Anglos in the area for the places to make a go of things. [Vancouver is just about the only
place that‘s not majority Anglo where I‘ve seen a significant number of tanning spas.]
While both the buses and the SeaBus run infrequently on weekends, they time the schedules for convenient transfers at
Lonsdale Quay. When we pulled up to the busway a digital clock that matched the one at the south dock said there were less than
three minutes until departure. I went down a long walkway and boarded. Almost immediately the ferry departed.
I used another ATM at Waterfront station, this time getting six $10 bills that showed up as a $61.20 debit to my checking
account. Then I made my way out into the cold drizzle outside. Just across from the station was Harbour Centre, an office complex
topped by a revolving restaurant that is Vancouver‘s answer to Seattle‘s Space Needle. It‘s no longer the tallest building in the city [nor
is the Space Needle Seattle‘s tallest], but it is still very much a landmark. I had thought about going up to their observation deck, but
the $13.50 pricetag was just a bit too much (…and the $49 brunch in the restaurant was even more ridiculous). [The brunch actually
cost more than Margaret and I would pay at the top of the CN Tower—and that was five years later and atop the tallest
building in North America.] I happened to notice a B.C. Liquor Store on the ground floor of the building, and—as much to get out of
the cold as anything—I went in to check the place out.
I thought it might be interesting to get a bottle of Newfoundland Screech, the flavorful dark rum Margaret and I had sampled
years ago. I knew that B.C. Liquor stocked the stuff (it‘s not available in the States), so I figured I‘d see if they had it here. They had an

enormous rum selection, but Screech was not among the options. Rum happened to be right next to the customer service counter, so I
asked the clerk if they had it. ―No,‖ he said, ―You drink that stuff?!‖ He voice made it clear he thought Screech was nasty, and he
assumed that anyone who did drink anything so vile must be from Newfoundland. I didn‘t correct his assumption; if anything I may
have affected a bit of a Canadian accent. He checked his computer and quickly read off several different places that had Screech in
stock. As each new place came up on the screen, he‘d read it off, eventually saying, ―Well, it looks like pretty much everyone but us.‖
He wanted to give me directions to a store that would have Screech and asked me, ―So what neighborhood are you in?‖ I honestly
didn‘t know (though probably ―False Creek‖ would have been the best response). I knew, however, that I had passed one of the streets
he mentioned (Thurlow, pronounced ―TURR-loo‖) while going to DeDutch this morning. I said, ―There‘s one on Thurlow?‖ and he
responded by giving me detailed directions to that store. I thanked him, not knowing whether I‘d actually go there or not.
I made my way back to Gastown, where I stopped and snapped a photo of one of
Vancouver‘s most famous landmarks, the Gastown steam clock. This enormous iron clock
decorates a sidewalk in Gastown and gets its power from steam pipes that mostly supply heat
to area businesses. Steam comes out of the clock, which makes it a fascinating sight,
particularly in winter. The clock‘s most interesting feature is that it plays Westminster chimes on
calliope whistles operated by the steam. I heard it play on the half hour, making quite a raucous
sound. I don‘t know that I‘d detour far out of my way to see the steam clock, but given that it
was on the way to my next destination, it was fun to see.
Since it was raining again, I caught a bus to Cordova and Main, the Downtown
Eastside location where I‘d turned around yesterday. I was determined to find the police
museum, and this morning I found it rather easily. It‘s about a block east of the new police
headquarters, in a rather nondescript building that is old but doesn‘t look particularly historic.
It‘s not well marked, so you have to know what you‘re looking for to find it.
Once I had found it, the police museum was really quite interesting. No one will
pretend it‘s a first rate world-class museum, but they did a nice job of displaying a surprisingly
wide collection. As you might expect, much of the museum traces the history of policing in
Vancouver. It‘s not that long ago (just over a century) when Vancouver was a rough-andth
tumble frontier town. In the early 20 Century it grew rapidly, and they trace how policing
changed as Vancouver became a modern metropolis.

Gastown steam clock
[The website photo shown earlier
is really quite a bit better.]
One of the issues they discuss is how complicated it can get to police a metropolitan
area that includes different jurisdictions. Vancouver has its own police force, but in most of the rest of the Lower Mainland the RCMP
(the Mounties) are still the only law in town. One of the highest crime areas in Vancouver is along its eastern border, and it‘s apparently
a fairly common problem for criminals to flee into Burnaby where the
Vancouver cops can‘t make an arrest. [I really don‘t follow the idea that
police don‘t have jurisdiction outside their area. I‘d think that, especially
in emergency, there ought to be a universal jurisdiction.] Another unique
issue Vancouver faces is its position on the U.S. border. The local police and
the Mounties often work together with the FBI and the Washington State Patrol
to solve international cases.
They freely acknowledge a fact I‘d read before coming here—metro
Vancouver has by far the highest crime rate in Canada. It‘s not like the place
is hugely unsafe, but the crime rate here is fairly comparable to a large
American city. There are a lot of theories as to why that is. Most people today
blame the very new, mostly immigrant population. If you look at the numbers,
though, you‘ll find Vancouver‘s crime rate was high even before the current
immigration boom.
The good news is that most of the crime that affects people‘s lives is
not violent. While there were nearly a hundred murders in metro Vancouver
last year, almost all of the victims were middle-aged Asian men who happened
to be members of the various Asian mafia groups that control the drug trade in
Vancouver Police Museum
B.C. The crimes everyday people deal with are usually perpetrated by the
users of those drugs—pickpockets, car theft, break-ins where electronics are stolen, and the like. This definitely was a place where I
wanted to watch my wallet and other possessions, but it wasn‘t a place I felt in any personal danger.

There was an interesting display on counterfeiting through the years. They went through various series of both Canadian and
U.S. currency, showing how each time the governments would introduce new security features in the money, the thieves would find a
way to make surprisingly good counterfeits of the new notes. [It will be interesting to see how the new plastic notes fare against
counterfeiting.] They also had a display on identify theft, which they pointed out is not at all new. They showed a criminal from the
‗50s who had assumed more than twenty separate identities.

They also had large sections on forensic science, and they showed how different forensic techniques were used to solve
various locally famous crimes. They also highlighted several historic crimes that remain unsolved. One of those was the death of Errol
Flynn, who I hadn‘t even realized died in Vancouver. He was found dead in an apartment quite near the location of my hotel [actually
closer to what is now the Granville SkyTrain station] after having been seen very publicly drinking to excess at several bars in the
neighborhood. There were many suspicions surrounding the death, though, and decades later the cause is still listed as
―undetermined‖.
The weather had changed for the worse while I visited the museum. When I left I walked out into what seemed like a blizzard.
It was snowing very heavily, but the temperature was still warm enough that the snow melted as it hit any surface. Just walking to a
bus stop I got thoroughly soaked.
I decided I would pick up the Screech, so I took a bus to the corner of Thurlow and Alberni (the
second street is pronounced much like ―Albany‖), where the largest liquor store I‘ve ever seen was located
on the first floor of an office tower. The bottle of rum (in the unusual size of 1.14 liters [which happens to
be an old Imperial quart]) was the single most expensive purchase I made on this trip, mostly due to the
fact that Screech was not one of the many items B.C. Liquor was clearancing for Boxing Week. At $32, it‘s
probably the most expensive bottle of booze I‘ve ever bought in my life. It did come with a bonus, a little
airplane bottle of a different kind of rum. I tried some of that mixed with grapefruit juice back at the hotel,
and it was quite good.
$32 was actually one of the more moderate prices at B.C. Liquor. I could have paid $100 for rum
had I wanted to. Taxes in general are high in Canada, and the ―sin taxes‖ are especially steep. Part of the
reason the duty-free cigarettes were so popular isn‘t because they avoid the American taxes, but because
if under the customs limit, they will avoid Canadian taxes too. Single packs of cigarettes in British
Columbia start at $7 and go as high as $12—that‘s 60¢ for every single cigarette. People here seem to
smoke far more than they do back home, so it must be a major source of revenue for the government.
I took another bus to Robson and Denman, just past the DeDutch restaurant where I had
breakfast. Denman is another of those single-story business strips surrounded by high-rise condo towers.
It is also in the heart of one of those ―cutting edge‖ neighborhoods where the people you see on the street
are as likely as not to have piercings and unusual hair. The stores here offer herbal drugs, organic
groceries, incense, and wicker furniture, and I picked up a life supply of free newspapers from boxes on
the corners. Every city has areas like this. What made Vancouver unique was that Denman was only one
of many such places.
The snow had turned to drizzle, so I enjoyed a not totally unpleasant walk down Denman Street.
Near the foot of the street I stopped in for lunch at another place I‘d read about ahead of time. Vera‘s has
been reviewed by many of those free papers I‘d picked up as having ―Vannie‘s best burger‖, and the place
advertises with big billboards that vulgarly proclaim ―you can‘t beat Vera‘s meat‖. I decided I‘d check out
what all the fuss was about.
Having eaten there, I must say I really don‘t know why they won those awards. I was quite
underwhelmed by the place. To start with, the restaurant came across as filthy. The place calls itself a
Screech
―burger shack‖, and that‘s not a bad description. They‘ve taken what was probably once a nice brick building and covered every surface (inside and out) in corrugated metal, and that metal seems to have collected decades‘ worth of
grease. They could have gone through gallons of Windex cleaning up the place. I doubt the staff would ever be bothered to clean,
though. The two women on duty when I showed up would be hard-pressed to do much of anything. I honestly think they were stoned,
and they certainly paid little mind to much of anything.
Then there was the food. This was one of those burger places that insists on serving a sandwich that‘s impossibly large. I
literally couldn‘t get the thing in my mouth. The four-cheese burger (cheddar, provolone, feta, and bleu) was overwhelmed with
condiments, and I made an enormous mess as I attempted to devour it. It tasted all right, but it definitely wasn‘t worth its $6.99
pricetag. I liked my side dish more. I had onion rings, which were fresh sweet onions dipped in a light tempura batter and perfectly
fried. At $3.59 they too were overpriced, but they came closer to being worth it than the burger did. Overall this was my least favorite
meal of the trip.
[I just checked Vera‘s website in preparing this revision. As of 2013 the cheapest burger on their menu costs $6.49,
and the four-cheese one I ordered would be $8.99 today. Onion rings are $5.99, and they have ―value‖ meals that start at
$11.49 and kiddie meals starting at $7.99. They‘re apparently trying to franchise across Canada and in the States now, but at
those prices I really don‘t see it taking off. The Denman Street location, by the way, is listed as ―closed for renovations‖, so
perhaps they finally are cleaning up those decades of grease.]
Just south of Vera‘s was English Bay Beach. It had started snowing again while I was having lunch, and it was almost surreal
to see people jogging along the beach amid snowflakes. Even in winter this is a lovely beach, though. I wouldn‘t want to go swimming
there, but I did enjoy walking along the Pacific shore.

English Bay marks the start of Davie Village, the
gay district I mentioned earlier. The benches on the beach
are all memorials to various people, and it was fairly clear
from the names and ages I read on the plaques that most
were in memory of young men who died of AIDS. Perhaps
stores like Rubber Rainbow and Battlestar Prophylactica,
both of which were just beyond the beach on Davie Street
will prevent more of those deaths in the future.
I walked back through Davie Village (which was
pretty dead at mid-afternoon) to the hotel. I relaxed a bit in
the heat of the room and then set out again. I next did part
of a self-guided tour sponsored by TransLink. I mentioned
before that they‘re building a new subway line (the Canada
Line, augmenting SkyTrain‘s Expo Line and Millennium
Line), which is scheduled to open in time for the 2010 Winter
Olympics. TransLink has put together the ―Walk the Line‖
tour, which goes from station to station along the new
subway line and allows people to gawk at the construction
projects. I did the downtown part of the tour. I can‘t say it
looked much different than the subway construction I‘d seen
in Minsk or Toronto, but it was still interesting to see.
[The Canada Line actually opened ahead of
schedule and under budget, which is almost unheard of
for public transit. Like all the SkyTrain lines (and most
other rail transit lines, for that matter), it has far
exceeded ridership projections.
Something that
remains controversial is that the Canada line is a
heavily subsidized private concession, rather than a
government asset like the rest of the SkyTrain network.]
I made my way up to Granville and Georgia
Streets, which is pretty much the heart of downtown
Vancouver. The new subway will interchange with the
existing Granville SkyTrain station here. [Actually they
don‘t directly interchange, but they have two separate
stations in close proximity.] The northeast corner of this
Rubber Rainbow – Davie Village, Vancouver
intersection (which is currently closed for the construction) houses the west coast flagship of Hudson‘s Bay Company. I didn‘t buy a
thing at the Bay, but I spent quite a while checking out the five floor department store. It‘s very similar to the old Marshall Field‘s store
in Chicago (now Macy‘s), and it was pleasantly decorated for the holidays.
Years ago my brother Paul bought a wool coat with the HBC ―point‖ blanket design of brightly colored stripes on a pure white
background. The coat appears to be finally on its last legs, and Paul had wondered if the Bay still sold them. They do, though such a
coat certainly wouldn‘t be in my price range. They wanted $475 for the things, and I have the feeling they‘re never discounted—not at
Boxing Week nor any other time of the year.
[The HBC website notes that blanket coats are no longer being sold. They actually stopped production about the
time I made this trip. The coats were revived briefly for the Olympics, as part of Team Canada‘s dress uniform, and the
Olympic version was sold to the general public in 2010 at a cost of $695 each. The point blankets are still available. They are
actually made in England (as they always have been), and in addition to the Bay they are licensed to several U.S. retailers.
They‘re actually slightly cheaper in the U.S. than in Canada. The Bay charges $350 for a full-size blanket, while Amazon.com
sells a queen-size blanket for $315.]
I next took the SkyTrain to Broadway station, which is in the heart of another of those edgy neighborhoods. As I left the
station, I began a series of experiences that I definitely don‘t encounter every day. First, as I headed downstairs from the platform I
smelled the unmistakable odor of marijuana. In fact a group of teenagers had gathered under the steps and were lighting up without a
care in the world. I saw a police car parked across the street, but the cops didn‘t seem to care about the kids, and vice versa.
I got on bus #99 at Broadway station. They call this bus the B-Line, and it‘s an express bus that runs stops only about every
half mile or so along the length of Broadway. At the next stop a middle aged man in a wheelchair and his friend boarded. Once the
handicapped man was strapped in he and his friend spent their trip talking about the joys of getting high on prescription drugs.
Apparently with his condition the disabled man is able to get a wide assortment of painkillers free of charge, and he was only too happy
to share them with his friend.

I‘d have thought I‘d seen everything, but the topper was yet to come. The bus stopped at a traffic light, and I gazed out the
window. In the lane next to us was a car with a young couple in it. To delicately talk around things, let‘s just say they were intimate in a
way that we heard far too much about back when President Clinton was in office—while the guy was driving and in plain sight of
everyone on the street. Back when I was in college I knew guys who bragged about doing this same thing while driving. I never really
believed them, but I suppose if it can happen on Broadway in Vancouver, it could happen on University Avenue in Cedar Falls.
I continued west to the ―Regents‘ Grounds‖, the campus of the University of British Columbia. I had taken the B-Line in hopes
of visiting UBC‘s Museum of Anthropology, which is known for its exhibits on the ―First Nations‖ (what we would call Indians), Canada‘s
original native people. I actually wasn‘t particularly interested in going inside the museum (which charges $9 and struck me as
somewhat dull in its descriptions), but I was interested in seeing their outdoor exhibits of totem poles and related native art.
Unfortunately, when we got to the bus turn-around at UBC, it was absolutely pouring. I scampered from shelter to shelter around the
campus, getting thoroughly soaked in the process, but I never did locate the museum. I can‘t say that really bothered me much. I‘m
really not all that big of an Indian fan anyhow, and while it may not have led to anything in particular, I certainly had a fascinating bus
ride.
There was no
B-Line
bus
waiting
when I got back to the
busway, and the shelter
was overflowing with
people, so I‘d have had
to wait in the rain. I
chose instead to head
east to the next stop—
just past the Regents;
Grounds inside the city
of Vancouver—where I
waited only a few
minutes for a bus. I
took #B-99 back to
Granville Street, where I
exited and had a light
dinner. I stopped at a
place called Soup Etc.,
whose name pretty
much
describes
its
menu. I had a bowl of
Tuscan tomato soup,
which was more like a
thin stew than the
creamy soup I generally
think of as tomato. It
was quite tasty, though.
I liked it better than the
burger I had for lunch,
and it was only half the
price.
Image of the interior of Soup Etc. from the webcam on their website
I got my bowl, went to a pleasant seat by the window (where a painted poinsettia and condensing
steam obscured my view of people passing on the sidewalk). All I had ordered was soup, and I ate it quite
quickly and then left. I think I probably stayed at Soup Etc. for a shorter length of time than any customer
they‘ve ever had. People seem to treat this place much like Panera. They‘ll have a soup, but mostly they
bring a book or their laptop and spend the day relaxing over coffee. They even have computers available for
those who want to surf the internet but didn‘t bring their own hardware.
I caught Bus #17 on Granville and took it across the bridge to Seymour and Drake, just outside
Vancouver‘s Covenant House. I stopped at a 7-11 on Drake Street to buy another comb, as I‘d misplaced
the one I bought at Walgreen‘s in Winona. I actually bought the exact same comb, in the same trilingual
English/French/Spanish packaging I‘d gotten in Minnesota. It cost about half again as much in Vancouver,
though. [I‘d love to know how many combs I‘ve bought over the years while traveling. It‘s got to be at
Soup Etc. logo
least a dozen. I‘ve broken countless ―unbreakable‖ combs, and I‘ve lost even more. Fortunately combs are cheap.]
I made my way back to the Quality Inn, where I bathed and changed into the best clothes I had with me. I was headed to a
play and wanted to make sure I was properly attired.
The play would take place at the Waterfront Theatre on Granville Island, and I must say it was more than a little chore to get
there. Granville Island is actually a peninsula that extends out from the south side of False Creek. The Granville Bridge runs on top of

it. Granville Island used to be an industrial area, but when the factories closed they converted the site to a tourist attraction. Besides
the theatre I can‘t say there was much that appealed to me there (mostly expensive restaurants and brewpubs), but it‘s the place you‘re
supposed to go in Vancouver. Unfortunately, there isn‘t really any easy way to get there.
Every guide book says the way you‘re supposed to get to Granville Island is by mini-ferry. False Creek Ferries runs sevenpassenger boats that run every five minutes between various points on the north side of False Creek and Granville Island. I tried to
take advantage of their service. I visited their website before I left, and it said the main north shore dock was at the foot of Burrard
Street—just two blocks west of my hotel. They said the trip cost $2.75, and while I left most of my money at the hotel, I‘d reserved
sufficient change to make the crossing. I walked over to Burrard Street and found the stairs leading from the Burrard Bridge down to
the shoreline, just as they‘d described on the website. Unfortunately, I didn‘t find any ferry dock. What I did find (which was actually
kind of interesting) was the plaza that connected various condo towers. The towers are so much a part of Vancouver, and it was kind of
fun to see them up close. However, after walking in a light rain for about fifteen minutes, I never came across a ferry dock.
It was now about half an hour until show time, and I needed to hurry a bit. I decided if I couldn‘t find the ferry, ―plan B‖ had to
be walking. The Granville Bridge is a very strange affair, like a cross between a freeway and a street. While it carries six lanes of fastmoving traffic, it has sidewalks on the edge, one of was an extension of the sidewalk on Howe Street right outside my hotel. I raced
back to Howe Street and made my way onto the bridge approach. I felt ridiculous walking amid all the traffic, though I was far from
alone. It seemed almost like the autopistas in Mexico that carry as many pedestrians as automobiles.
The Granville Bridge runs right over Granville Island. Unfortunately it‘s not at all easy to get to there from the bridge. The
south end of the bridge is about ten blocks southwest of the island, and after crossing the bridge, I had to walk all the way back on side
streets underneath the bridge. Fortunately the theatre was right by the entrance to Granville Island. I got there less than five minutes
before the show began (and I was again soaked), but I made it.

Entrance to Granville Island
The show I had gone to all this effort to see was Seussical,
the Musical, a play based on the works of Dr. Seuss. While it‘s largely
intended for children, it really was a very nice play. It has a
surprisingly complex plot (sort of a coming of age story about Horton
the Elephant), and the music was excellent.
It was a small theatre where no seat would have been bad,
but I ended up with an outstanding seat. I was right in the middle of
Row A, at the very front of the auditorium. Next to me was a middleaged white man who was attending the show with his mixed race
daughter and an elderly woman he kept referring to as ―Amy‖. (I
thought at first it might have been his mother, but I can‘t imagine why
he‘d call her by name; I really have no clue what their relationship
was.) Also strange was that the daughter‘s mother came up to talk to
the group during intermission, but she wasn‘t seated with them.
Seussical is, of course based on children‘s poetry and carSeussical cartoon advertisement
toon artwork. Something I really liked was that, while they kept the feel of Dr. Seuss, they didn‘t feel a need to exactly follow either his
art or his couplets. The songs were all original, though they seemed as if they could have been written by the good doctor. The
background scenery was also all in the style of Seuss, but it didn‘t attempt to duplicate anything in particular.
The characters, many of whom were animals, were all played by actors who were not in any particular costume. The lead, for
instance, played an elephant. Instead of wearing an elephant costume, though, he performed in gray sweats. His acting was g ood
enough, though, that his character came across; what he was wearing was irrelevant. The same was true of all the other actors. [This
apparently varies from production to production. I gather Seussical can sometimes be quite elaborately costumed.]

All but one member of the cast were professional actors who were members of Actors Equity. The exception was a small boy
who was played by a freshman at Burnaby North Secondary School. I‘ve no doubt the kid will be a professional actor one day. He was
easily as good as the rest of the cast, and the whole ensemble was outstanding.
Seeing an Equity show in Canada gave me another peek into the priorities of the Canadian government. A large chunk of
those high taxes goes to subsidize the arts. My front row ticket for this show cost just $20 (plus the same Ticketmaster fees I‘d pay in
the States). I‘d thought about going to Seussical when it was in Chicago a few years back, and at one point even priced tickets there.
Bad seats in Chicago would have been a minimum of $40, and a seat equivalent to the one I had in Vancouver would have fetched
close to $100. That high priced bottle of rum I bought today may well have paid for the difference.
The show got out around 9:45pm. I‘d read on their website that False Creek Ferries ran until 10:00, so I quickly made my way
to the Granville Island Ferry Dock. The dock here was also rather hidden, but I did manage to find it before the clock turned ten.
Unfortunately no ferry found the dock. I waited for about fifteen minutes (until about 10:05), but no ferry ever showed up. Because of
that, False Creek Ferries never got my $2.75.
The nearest bus stop to Granville Island is about three blocks south of the entrance. I made my way there, only to find that I‘d
just missed a bus and the next one wouldn‘t come for half an hour. I knew I could get back to the hotel in that time, s o I retraced my
steps to the south end of the bridge (which was honestly kind of creepy late at night) and walked back over False Creek to the hotel.
Let no one say I didn‘t get my exercise today!
Back in my room I watched Hockey Night
in Canada, the CBC‘s answer to Monday Night
Football. It was interesting that in the Pacific Time
Zone the game was not actually being broadcast
live. I‘d imagine many viewers already knew the
outcome from listening to the radio or checking
out sports websites. After the game the broadcast
the CBC national news and the local news from
Vancouver. While this was where they reviewed
all those gangland murders that put Vancouver on
the crime map in 2007, otherwise there honestly
wasn‘t much happening. I did stay up quite late
though, experiencing just how different Canadian
TV was compared to its American cousin.
As I went to bed tonight, I realized that
I‘d miscounted one of my blood pressure
medications.
I actually take three different
prescriptions—two of which I take each morning,
the third twice a day.
[That‘s since been
simplified, and I now take two prescriptions.]
When I was packing, I thought I‘d counted out
everything correctly, including an extra day‘s
Puck logo of Hockey Night in Canada
worth of stuff. Unfortunately I‘d apparently counted enough of the two-a-day medicine for one pill a day. I was almost out of it with four
more days to go. The missing medication, atenolol, was actually the strongest of the three, a drug that is often prescribed not just for
blood pressure, but also for people who have had heart attacks. While it might have been interesting to become familiar with the
Canadian health care system, I really had no desire to spend my vacation in waiting rooms. I decided to ration out the remaining pills
so I would have some, but a smaller dosage in my system for the remainder of the trip. It kept me going, though I can‘t say I was
exactly at my best when I got home.

Sunday, December 30, 2007
Vancouver, British Columbia
I was up around 7:30 this morning. For breakfast I went over to the Best Western where their hotel restaurant was part of a
well-known local chain, White Spot. White Spot was originally founded in 1928 as a car-hop restaurant. It has gone through several
transformations in the past eighty years, and today it is basically a very nice family restaurant. Walking in the place came across like an
immaculately clean Perikins with a full-service bar in the front. The concept of a licensed restaurant that specializes in breakfast is a bit
strange, but it wasn‘t a bad place to eat.
At breakfast on Sunday almost all the customers were at tables for one. The host led me to a table by the window, but
carefully placed the menu so I was sitting facing away from the other diners. I noticed as I sat down that all of them were also seated
so they were in view of as few people as possible. It was a very odd seating arrangement—certainly not the thing for people-watching.

The Best Western was right at the transition between neighborhoods, which certainly made for an interesting view out the
window. West of here (toward my hotel and beyond) is a very wealthy area with Davie Village and the West End. To the east is a
much poorer area. Diagonally across the street was Covenant House (the youth shelter), while directly across Seymour Street were
the Yale Hotel and the Hotel Cecil. The Cecil looked like it was attempting to step up. It looked like many of the old European hotels
where I‘ve stayed with high school tour groups. The Yale, though, was clearly a place that catered to people who were one step away
from living on the street. [One of the goals of building the Canada Line was to help this area to gentrify. I can‘t say whether
that‘s happened or not—or whether people in the area would think of that as a good thing or a bad one.]
I ordered ham and eggs for breakfast. What they called ham, I would call Canadian bacon—thin slices of grilled pork circles
about two inches in diameter. Whatever it was, it wasn‘t bad. The eggs, however, were not very good. I ordered my eggs over hard,
as I often do. It‘s really kind of hard to goof up over hard eggs (a dish I made hundreds of times when I worked in a restaurant years
ago), but these were just not good. They whites were rubbery, and the yolks had a greenish tint. My bet is that the eggs were not fresh
to begin with. Then I wonder if they didn‘t put a lid over them to cook them faster, which would tend to make them rubbery. They were
cooked unseasoned (apparently a government requirement in British Columbia these days), which made them even less appealing.
The coffee, juice, and toast were decent, but they didn‘t make up for the eggs.
I used the restroom at White Spot, and in doing so, I wondered if I‘d make it out again. They had the restrooms set up so the
men‘s and women‘s rooms were together in a little hallway, with a doorway leading from the main part of the restaurant to that hallway.
Somehow when I went to the restroom the door from the restaurant to the hallway locked from the inside. Why that door would lock at
all was beyond me, but it was especially odd to have it locked so you could get in, but not out. Eventually I got out when s omeone else
came in to use the facilities. It was honestly kind of scary, though.
My intent this morning was to attend a church service, but I wasn‘t entirely certain when the service I wanted to go to would
begin. I found the church I had in mind in the phone book and figured I‘d call to confirm their service time. Since my Tracfone (a
prepaid wireless service) had worked to call Margaret and Paul from Canada, I figured that would be no problem. However, when I
attempted to call a number in Canada (which should have been a local number from my phone), I got a recording saying that my phone
was blocked from calling the area code I had dialed. Pay phones in Vancouver cost a dollar, and the hotel was charging $1.49 for each
local call, so I decided to take my chances and just show up at a reasonable time.
Yesterday I‘d walked a long distance without really intending to do so. I walked even more today, but most of this was
planned. The weather was really quite nice today (clear and cool), and while some of the sidewalks were still icy, for the most part it
was a nice day to be out walking. I didn‘t have to buy a transit pass today, as I walked everywhere I went.
I went west on Drake Street to Burrard and then turned southward. Right by the Burrard bridge is an area of public housing
high rises that appears to be one of the main Hispanic districts in Vancouver. There are lots of Mexican and Guatemalan restaurants,
as well as newspaper boxes selling El Directo, which bills itself (in Spanish) as ―providing the news of home to Western Canada‖.
I walked south across the Burrard Bridge, which is
a much more pleasant crossing than the Granville Bridge.
While Burrard is a major street, the bridge carries quite a bit
less traffic than Granville. It also has a wide combination
pedestrian and bike path, which is well separated from
motorized traffic. [It‘s art deco highlights also make it
much more attractive than the Granville bridge.] Finally,
its approaches are much shorter. It starts almost at the
water‘s edge on the north side of False Creek, and it
surfaces again only a couple blocks onto the south side.
While crossing the bridge I saw where the False
Creek Ferry dock actually was, a couple blocks down from
the bridge, buried behind the waterside condos. Even after
seeing it, I think it would be difficult to find from land. Oh
well—if they‘d been better located, the ferry company would
have gotten my money. Since they hid themselves, I saved
a few bucks.

Burrard Bridge – Vancouver
The first thing I saw on the south side of the bridge was the Molson Brewery. An enormous sign urged passersby to
―Celebrate Responsibility!‖ This same idea—that responsibility should be the theme of New Year‘s celebrations—was on the bag they
put my screech in at B.C. Liquor. [Then, as now, it seemed odd to me that the signs used the noun ―responsibility‖ rather than
the adverb ―responsibly‖, which I really think would make more sense.]
The brewery extended for the equivalent of about three blocks. Then I reached the main southside neighborhood of Kitsilano.
―Kits‖, as locals call it, looks a lot like Los Angeles. The residences here are mostly older apartment buildings, the same two- and threestory complexes you‘d see in Coralville or Ames. [There are also a lot of bulgalow-type homes on tiny lots.] Many have no on-site
parking, and there are parking ramps (parkades) and storage units scattered around the neighborhood. The businesses are almost all
two-story minimalls with very limited parking in front. Everything is built of stucco or cement blocks, and the buildings have aged much

more quickly in the cold, wet climate of Vancouver than they have in the southern desert. In spite of the weather, many people seem to
think this should be California, though. Even with ice on the sidewalks, there were ornamental palm trees decorating some of the
lawns. It really was a very strange-looking area.
The combination of stores was also unique. Some places, like Hockey Heaven, let you know you were in Canada. Scores of
restaurants representing every cuisine of Asia and banks headquartered in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Tokyo let you know you this is
the gate to the Pacific Rim. There were countless coffee bars, lots of places offering jewelry, furs, and jogging wear, and plenty of
organic green grocers. Then there was the spy store—one of the strangest businesses I‘ve ever seen. Occupying a huge building at
the corner of Burrard and Broadway, its name describes its merchandise. I don‘t think I‘ve ever seen a store that sold wiretapping
equipment before, but you could get it here. You could also buy equipment to detect those taps—and just about anything else nonlethal a spy or his victim might want.
Not far south of Broadway the neighborhood changed dramatically. The businesses became few and far between, and the
yuppie apartments gave way to ―old money‖ homes on bigger lots than anything else in the city. I‘m sure the homes here are in the
million dollar range (at a minimum) [they‘re actually more like 2 – 3 million], and while I could certainly never dream of living here, it
made a very pleasant place to walk through. This neighborhood, West Shaughnessy, was part of a ―suburb‖ built by the Canadian
Pacific Railroad as an exclusive enclave for the wealthy. It‘s become more urban than its original plan, but it‘s still a lovely area.
Before
long
I
reached my destination,
Canadian Memorial United
Church.
Their
sign
announced that church was
at 10:30, and it was barely
9:30 when I got there. I
really didn‘t want to arrive
that early, so I spent some
more time walking around
the neighborhood. To the
west of Shaughnessy is
Arbutus Street, one of the
major
commercial
thoroughfares
of
south
Vancouver.
I found a
minimall there that had a
very strange McDonalds in it.
It was not a freestanding
building, but rather part of
the shopping center—much
like a Subway sandwich
shop might be.
While
Arbutus is a busy street,
there was no drive-through
window nor much of any
parking. Pretty much all the
business seemed to be from
walk-in customers.
There
Canadian Memorial United Church – Vancouver
was only seating inside for
about a dozen people, though, so I suppose most people must get their food to go.
Since I‘d walked off the rather unsatisfying White Spot breakfast, I decided to have a second shot at things here. Just as at
the train station, the menu board here only listed ―healthy alternatives‖. I wonder if that might not be a law or a local ordinance. I asked
the girl at the counter (one of the few black people I saw in Vancouver) if they had Egg McMuffins, and she assured me they did. It
turned out that the Egg McMuffin value meal was approximately the same price (just under $4) that it is in Algona these days. The
English muffin was rich and buttery, and the egg was perfectly cooked. It was really a much more satisfying breakfast than the ―real‖
one I‘d had earlier.
There were several other odd quirks about this particular McDonalds. While the neighborhood it was in seemed to be quite
nice, they had a very urban restroom. You were supposed to get a key from the counter to use the unisex toilet; in practice people
waited for someone to come out and raced in before the door re-locked. They also had a strange wastebasket. It was actually a trash
compactor, and it had an automatic sensor on it. When someone discarded their trash it made a grinding noise and compacted the
garbage to the bottom of the basket. I‘m sure they must have spent more on the energy they used compacting that trash than what
they saved on disposal costs.
The final quirk was a young Asian woman who appeared to be the shift manager. She kept running inside and outside the
restaurant. Each time she left to go outside she scanned a light pen on a barcode by the door. She‘d go outside and touch the same

pen to a metal box outside. Then she‘d come back in. She did this three separate times in the fifteen minutes or so I was there. When
I left I looked at the metal box. It had no barcode on it, nor did there appear to be anything special about it at all. I s till have no clue
whatsoever what that woman might have been doing.
The second breakfast took long enough that it was an appropriate time to go to church when I finished. So I walked back to
the church and made my way inside.
Canadian Memorial was built as a
memorial to Canada‘s war dead after World War I.
On the outside it‘s a lovely stone building, and it
has a whitewashed gothic interior. The sanctuary
is really quite lovely. Its best feature is its stained
glass. Separate windows were dedicated in honor
of the dead from each province and territory of
Canada. The windows depict various Biblical
scenes, but at the bottom each bears the crest of
the region it represents as well as words of
dedication.

Sanctuary of Canadian Memorial United Church
(from the church‘s website)

It was clear from the moment I entered
that this isn‘t a church that gets a lot of visitors. I
was greeted warmly, but somewhat suspiciously,
and when people found out I was from the U.S.A.
they seemed surprised and confused. There was
certainly no problem with my being there, though,
and I took a seat about halfway forward. Strangely,
that would end up being toward the back of the
congregation.
Fewer than a hundred people
attended the service, and the vast majority of them
sat quite far forward.

Canadian Memorial is one of the few churches founded as a congregation of the
United Church of Canada. The United Church is the principal Protestant church in a very
secular country. It was founded in 1925, the first major union of churches in modern times.
The church combines the Presbyterian, Methodist, Evangelical, and Congregational
traditions. [Canadian Memorial held its first services November 11, 1928, on the tenth
anniversary of the WWI armistice.] The goal at its inception was to be the sole Protestant
church in Canada, but they failed in attempts to merge with the Anglican and Baptist
churches, both of which have a significant presence in modern Canada.
Today the United Church of Canada differs from most American Protestant
churches in that it is a very liberal church. (Canadian Anglicans are also extremely liberal.)
[Canadian Memorial‘s website says its members include ―spiritual seekers, atheists,
and skeptics‖ who ―gather together to celebrate the mystery of life, explore
spirituality, and commit to make the world a better place‖. That‘s definitely not the
language of Bible-thumpers.] One of the big issues in religion these days is same sex
unions, which are now legal throughout Canada. The United Church is one of two churches
(the Anglicans being the other) that performs same sex unions. It also appears to be the
standard church of convenience for heterosexual couples who wish to be married in a
church, but who do not actually attend any church. The United Church proudly supports
numerous liberal causes like fighting global warming, supporting economic justice, antimilitary activism, and working towards a more global society. Canada as a whole is a much
more liberal country than the United States, and the U.S. cousins of the United Church of
Canada (American Methodists, Presbyterians, and the U.C.C.) seem very conservative by
comparison.
While the beliefs are liberal, the United Church service I attended was really quite
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traditional. If I were to pick a single word to describe it, ―minimalist‖ would be the word. It
had the bare essentials I‘d expect in a Protestant church service and nothing more. Hymns were sung, prayers were said, an offering
was collected, there was a single Bible reading, and we heard a sermon about New Year‘s resolutions. That was pretty much the
service. [Far too many church services these days are too busy. I found the simplicity of this one refreshing.]
Something that really stood out about this service is that it was primarily the work of lay people. The minister welcomed us at
the beginning, but the only other thing he did was preach the sermon. .] All the prayers and all the readings were done by various lay
people. I rather liked that, but it certainly was unique—particularly in this day and age when so many pastors seem to have an inflated
sense of their own importance. [This really was good. Far too many ministers seem to want to hog the spotlight. They
sometimes act like God won‘t hear a prayer unless it comes from their mouths.]

One thing I found strange in this church was that many of their hymnals (including all the ones in the pew I sat in) had only
words in them, no music. Apparently Voices United is published in two editions, one with music and one without. The preface to the
edition I had said this was because many lyricists prefer that their work be published as poetry, rather than broken up to fit musical
notes. I personally find that rather dubious, and I found it rather interesting that almost everyone in the congregation was using the
edition that had the music. Given that we just sang Christmas carols, the lack of music at this particular service was really no big deal.
At one point in the service we were directed to pass the peace to one another. Those around me shook my hand just as one
might during the peace in a Catholic mass. Then I stood awkwardly for nearly five minutes while people went up and down the aisle
hugging each other and chatting as if they hadn‘t seen one another in months. [Visitors to my home church would find sharing the
peace equally awkward. This is true in many Protestant churches, and it‘s one of the things I like best about Catholic
churches. The Catholics treat passing the peace as part of the worship, rather than a social occasion.]
The offering was taken in baskets, much as you might see in a Catholic church. Also like the Catholics, the ushers were
almost constantly in control of the baskets. There wasn‘t the passing from person to person I‘m used to in Protestant churches. There
were two types of offering envelopes in the pews, one for the general expenses of the church and the other for providing meals for the
homeless. While the immediate surrounding area is quite wealthy, I‘d seen homeless people just over on Arbutus. I contributed to both
of the envelopes.
On the whole this was a very old congregation, which was interesting since Vancouver came across as a very young city
overall. There was a children‘s sermon listed in the bulletin, but they dispensed with it as only one child was in attendance. That may
have been unique as it was the week after Christmas, but it was telling that I was just about the youngest person there—and I‘m
definitely not as young as I used to be.
One of the oldest members of the congregation did what I‘d normally call the pastoral prayer. (When a lay person does such a
prayer, I have no clue what it‘s supposed to be called. [I‘ve done such a prayer myself when our church was between ministers,
and I just called it ―prayer‖ in the bulletin.]) Wearing a pillbox hat with lace atop her tight gray curls and decked out in a frumpy blue
dress, she came across as almost a parody of a proper British lady. Seeing her up front brought back memories of a poem I presented
for Oral Interpretation class at UNI years ago:
In Westminster Abbey
by John Betmaman
Let me take this other glove off
As the vox humana swells,
And the beauteous fields of Eden
Bask beneath the Abbey bells.
Here, where England's statesmen lie,
Listen to a lady's cry.
Gracious Lord, oh bomb the Germans,
Spare their women for Thy Sake,
And if that is not too easy
We will pardon Thy Mistake.
But, gracious Lord, whate'er shall be,
Don't let anyone bomb me.
Keep our Empire undismembered
Guide our Forces by Thy Hand,
Gallant blacks from far Jamaica,
Honduras and Togoland;
Protect them Lord in all their fights,
And, even more, protect the whites.
Think of what our Nation stands for,
Books from Boots' and country lanes,
Free speech, free passes, class distinction,

Democracy and proper drains.
Lord, put beneath Thy special care
One-eighty-nine Cadogan Square.
Although dear Lord I am a sinner,
I have done no major crime;
Now I'll come to Evening Service
Whensoever I have the time.
So, Lord, reserve for me a crown,
And do not let my shares go down.
I will labour for Thy Kingdom,
Help our lads to win the war,
Send white feathers to the cowards
Join the Women's Army Corps,
Then wash the steps around Thy Throne
In the Eternal Safety Zone.
Now I feel a little better,
What a treat to hear Thy Word,
Where the bones of leading statesmen
Have so often been interr'd.
And now, dear Lord, I cannot wait
Because I have a luncheon date.

[In the early ‗80s at UNI students could avoid taking almost anything they didn‘t want to take for general education,
and I took Oral Interpretation basically as a way to avoid having to take a ―real‖ literature course. That said, I consider it one
of my most valuable college courses. We did learn a lot about literature, because we had to analyze the material as well as
reading it. We also honed our skills as performers through public readings of the material we studied in class. The
instructor, Dr. Jay Edelnant (who would later become head of UNI‘s Department of Theatre Arts), was a highly accomplished
performer and director. He taught me methods of interpretation that I in turn have passed on to countless students I‘ve
coached in speech. There‘s very few other courses I‘ve taken that have been as useful to me.]

Unlike the woman in that poem, though, the old lady leading the prayer today would have actually understood the hypocrisy
the poet was trying to portray. The words she read were very much in line with the beliefs of her denomination. She prayed, for
instance, that in the coming year, we might all work to reduce our carbon footprints. She prayed that those in the congregation might
be personally moved to help people suffering with AIDS. She prayed that God might lead all nations to peace and inspire us to share
our wealth in ways that will maintain that peace. That was definitely not the prayer I expected to hear when she walked to the front.
The ―pastoral prayer‖ lead into the Lord‘s Prayer (actually called the ―Prayer of Jesus to Our Creator‖ in the bulletin). The
bulletin gave a page in the hymnal where the prayer could be found, and the text given there was the traditional ―Our Father‖ with
―trespasses‖ as the word for our sins. That was what most of the congregation said. It was not, however, what the old lady at the
microphone said. Her version used rather aggressively modern language that was still surprisingly beautiful. I‘d like to find those words
somewhere, but I haven‘t been able to locate them. [I have searched repeatedly for this version of the Lord‘s Prayer, but I have
been unable to find it. Most modern versions either sound pushy or are too casual in their language. The one I heard in
Vancouver was elegant, but modern.]
Most of the congregation stayed seated during the postlude. I made a bit of a spectacle of myself by leaving. It was not a big
faux pas, though. The minister was at the exit, and he greeted me with the carefully worded, ―I‘m sorry, I don‘t seem to remember who
you are.‖ He also seemed surprised that a visitor from the States would attend church in this very residential neighborhood, but he
seemed pleased to see me there.
After church I walked back over to Arbutus Street. I turned back north and walked back down to Broadway. Besides a
number of nondescript businesses, I passed the B.C./Yukon regional headquarters for the Royal Canadian Legion. That seemed fairly
fitting after having been to Canadian Memorial Church.
Back on Broadway I stopped at a supermarket whose sign said ―Marketplace: A Concept from IGA‖. The concept appears to
be making food more expensive so as to appeal to young professionals with money to burn. It was a very pretentious store, and while
they did stock the basics, they featured overpriced frivolity.
I came into the store intending to buy coffee. I‘ve always liked the blends of coffee sold in Canada, which tend to be strong,
but not bitter. I soon found out, though, that Vancouver (not just this store, but Vancouver as a whole) was not the place I wanted to
buy coffee. Apparently the city of Vancouver has passed an ordinance that only allows fair trade coffee to be sold in stores here.
There‘s a lot of argument as to what exactly that means and whether it‘s a necessary concept. What it meant in this store was that the
coffee was expensive to the point of being completely unaffordable. I could have bought a single pound of coffee (actually 400 grams,
which is less than a pound) for prices ranging from $14.95 to $21.50. The size that used to be three pounds (now 1kg, or jus t over two
pounds) was in the $30 range. If I‘d had the time, I probably could have found something more affordable by going to a supermarket in
Surrey or New Westminster of Burnaby. I‘m pretty sure the fair trade ordinance was just for Vancouver, so the suburbs probably had
stuff at more reasonable prices. I didn‘t have that time, though. As it was I bought just two single pot packets of coffee, and at $2.95
each that was as much as I wanted to spend.
I also picked up some grapefruit juice, some crackers to eat on the train, and a couple of holiday items they were clearancing.
They had chocolate Christmas ornaments (interestingly not fair trade chocolate—it‘s just coffee that merits that treatment) that I‘ll
probably never eat but may hang on my tree next year. [More than a year later I did eat one of the ornaments, which was waxy
and tasteless.] What I bought and did eat was a box of maple flavored candy canes. On sale for just 89¢ a dozen, it was one of the
cheapest things I bought. While it‘s not real maple flavoring, the candy canes still taste very good. I‘ve never seen them in that flavor
before, and they really are some of the best cheap candy I‘ve ever had.
I walked back to the hotel and dumped my stuff. Interestingly, I found that while the maid had made up the room, she left
some of the things I had thrown in the trash—presumably thinking I had inadvertently discarded them. I rested up just a little bit and
then set out for the afternoon.
My walk this afternoon took me first to Yaletown, the neighborhood due east of the hotel, including the former Expo grounds
and the area just north of there. The center of this neighborhood is the old Canadian Pacific roundhouse, which I remember being one
of the points of interest at the world‘s fair. The roundhouse now serves as a ―community center‖ with a gym and meeting rooms inside
it. I‘d read descriptions of Yaletown that described the place as one of those neighborhoods of old warehouses that has recently been
gentrified, and I expected to see something similar to the area around that bridge that collapsed in Minneapolis. In fact Yaletown is
nothing at all like that. With the exception of the roundhouse, pretty much everything here has been built since Expo 86 closed down.
What‘s weird is that while most of the neighborhood consists of high rise condos, they‘ve been built at street level so they look like old
warehouses. Everything is red brick boxes on the first couple of floors, with set-back glass and cement towers rising behind. It makes
a surprisingly livable neighborhood with a very high population density. Again you don‘t get the canyon feel you do in Manhattan, even
though they‘re packing thousands of apartments in a very small area. [By the way, the lowest prices for condos in Yaletown is
around $800,000, and prices go up to about $5 million—for a single apartment.]
There‘s one strange block in Yaletown that is completely different from everything else. It‘s all new brand new construction,
but instead of condo towers the block is made up of wooden rowhouses that look like gingerbread Victorian homes. The whole block is
a gated community, with a high security fence around the perimeter. I had to wonder just who would buy those strange homes right in
the heart of the city.

My destination was at the north end of Yaletown, just east of
the downtown subway stops. A collection of hideous public buildings
from the ‗60s and ‗70s graces this area: the central post office, the main
public library, a courthouse (that has since been outgrown and moved to
Burnaby), and my destination—the Queen Elizabeth Theatre.
Apparently the British monarch was present for the opening of the
theatre that was named in her honor. That‘s really too bad, because the
concrete monstrosity (very similar to the Des Moines Civic Center) really
should be named after Stalin than Her Majesty. Both inside and out it
was one of the ugliest buildings I‘ve seen anywhere. My bet is that there
is a lot of really bad architecture throughout the British Empire that
carries Queen Elizabeth‘s name; unfortunately she has reigned in an era
when engineering is valued more than aesthetics.
Before I left home I had searched Ticketmaster (which at the
time I didn‘t know was located right next to my hotel) to find what was
Queen Elizabeth Theatre -- Vancouver
happening in Vancouver between Christmas and New Year‘s. Three
events came up, and I bought tickets for all of them. Last night I saw Seussical, and this afternoon I‘d be attending a performance of
Tchaikovsky‘s ballet The Nutcracker. The event was hosted by
Ballet British Columbia (the local professional dance company),
but it was actually being performed by the Moscow Classical
Ballet, which I‘m pretty sure is the same company Paul and I saw
performing Swan Lake in Russia years ago [a company sort of
second-string to the Bolshoi]. The actual dancers were
different, of course, but it was interesting that that same
company was now touring internationally.
Once again I had a very good seat at a bargain price. I
was about halfway back on the main floor of the auditorium and
right on an aisle. Both beside and in front of me were people
who primarily spoke Russian, and behind me were Asian people
who primarily spoke French. They, like almost everyone else in
the theatre, were dressed to the nines on Sunday afternoon.
The show was introduced by a woman in a long dress
whose main purpose seemed to be advertising season tickets to
Ballet B.C. [Years later, I still get e-mails from Ballet B.C.
about each season‘s productions.] She went on for nearly
five minutes and never said anything of substance—not even an
admonishment to turn off our cell phones. I did find out that the
Canadian way to say ballet is BAL-lay, with the stress on the first
syllable. Otherwise, though, she seemed to just be filling time.
This was unquestionably my least favorite of the events
I went to in Vancouver. There was no question the dancers
performed well, though I can‘t say ballet is really my favorite type
of dance. It seems to be all about spinning, and while that may
be graceful and symmetrical, it really doesn‘t strike me as very
interesting. I also don‘t care at all for the mandatory foot
positions in ballet. I gather they‘re supposed to look beautiful,
but to me they just seem awkward. The program had an appeal
for donations, and the donor levels are named after the foot
positions, which made me very conscious of them as I watched
the performance. Particularly when the dancers had to move
across the stage, being required to maintain the stupid foot
positions made their movement very awkward indeed.
The worst thing about the show was that I really didn‘t
understand what was going on. At the front of the program they
had a two-page synopsis of the plot that attempted to explain
what was going on in each scene. I honestly didn‘t see how the
dance related to much of anything that was written on those
pages. Perhaps I‘m just not cultured enough to get all the
intricacies. One way or another, though, I was lost.
Ballet B.C. donor levels

While it had nothing directly to do with the dance, it also

bothered me that the music for the show was recorded. I think I would have liked things better if they‘d had a live orchestra, so that the
music was part of the performance. I‘m not sure if they thought that would detract from the dance or what, but they just blared a tape
through loudspeakers.
The show had one of the longest curtain calls I‘ve ever seen in my life. Last night the Seussical cast had come on for quick
bows in small groups and then one big bow as a cast, with the total time for that curtain call being less than a minute. This afternoon
each dancer came on individually and seemed to milk the crowd for applause. Once everyone except the leads had bowed individually,
they went up and did bows in small groups. Finally the male and female leads came on together. They milked the crowd together, and
then the male lead spent over a minute on his own soliciting more applause. Once he was done the female lead went from one end
of the stage to the other, bowing over and over again. Only when someone presented her with a bouquet of flowers did she finally
back away. Then it was time for the group curtain calls, with bow after bow after bow. The audience did not see fit to give a standing
ovation, and indeed after all this time the applause was lackluster at best. Still it seemed to take forever before they finally lowered the
curtain.
I had a bit of time to kill before my next event, so I walked into downtown proper. I spent most of my time wandering around
the Sears store at Pacific Centre. This mall on Granville Street used to be called Eaton Centre, and the department store I was visiting
used to be Eaton‘s. The Eaton‘s corporation, one of the oldest department store chains in the world, went bankrupt about a decade
ago, and Sears bought most of their assets. The result is a very strange store that sells almost literally everything. The six-floor ovalshaped store in downtown Vancouver has the same appliances and tools you‘d expect to find at Sears, but that‘s definitely not what
they feature. You‘re supposed to buy high fashion clothes, designer fragrances, fine jewelry, and expensive candy made right in the
store. It‘s quite a bit nicer than the nicest American Sears store I‘ve ever seen, not to mention many times larger. [The Pacific Centre
Sears has went out of business in summer 2012. It is being replaced by a Nordstrom store.]
There were posters all over the store that said ―Sears Canada—Rising Dollar, Falling Prices‖. If that‘s true, I‘d hate to see
what the prices were before the loonie‘s ascent. Everything I looked at was much more expensive than it seemed to me it shou ld be. I
pair of pants on the clearance rack caught my eye—until I found out the reduced price was $98. I also thought I might buy a coffee
mug with the 2010 Olympic logo. The mug was pretty—and it should have been at $36. I ended up buying nothing; the prices will have
to fall a lot more before they get into my range.
I left Sears and walked a long way east on Georgia Street to General Motors Place, my next destination. GM Place [since renamed Rogers Arena, after a cell phone company] is home to the Vancouver Canucks, and I had a ticket to see the Canucks play
the Anaheim Ducks in tonight‘s hockey match-up. Unlike the musical and the ballet, tickets to the NHL game were definitely not
subsidized. I paid $60 for a really bad seat high up in a corner. It was still kind of cool to be going to a hockey game in Canada,
though, and I must say I enjoyed it a lot more than The Nutcracker. [I‘ve been to four or five hockey games in my life, and I‘ve
enjoyed all of them. It‘s a fast-moving, fun sport to watch.]
When I arrived at the
arena, I was greeted by enormous
banners that proclaimed ―WE
ARE ALL CANUCKS!‖ and ―GO,
CANUCKS, GO!‖. It was well
before game time, but there was
already quite a crowd there. I got
oriented and found I was nowhere
near the entrance that was printed
on my ticket. I circled the place
and ended up going three-fourths
of the way around the building
before finding the gate I needed.
Once inside, my first priority was
While this is from a website,
to check out what apparel they
the view is fairly similar to
had available. While I wasn‘t
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the one I had.
dressed nearly as well as most of
the ballet audience, I was definitely overdressed for a hockey game. I was pleasantly surprised by the prices of concessions at GM
Place. Nothing was cheap, of course, but nothing struck me as particularly out of line either. I bought a Canucks T-shirt for $20, which
is almost identical to what they‘d charge in any ballpark or arena in the States. I made my way to a restroom, where I changed out of
the sweater I was wearing and into the T-shirt.
The food concessions were also fairly reasonable. In fact, food was cheaper than what they charge at the AAA ballparks in
Des Moines and Omaha. I got a hot dog, a big bag of peanuts, and a souvenir cup of pop for $12. (The pop alone is $6 at Pri ncipal
Park in Des Moines.) The peanuts lasted through the whole game, so it wasn‘t a bad deal.
The arena was very crowded. They announced that this was a sell-out crowd (apparently they‘ve had almost 200 consecutive
sell-outs at GM Place), and while not every seat was occupied, the vast majority were. I was seated between two very different pairs of
people. To my left were two fans who were obviously local, but who appeared to be just about the only people in the place rooting for
Anaheim. They appeared to be drunk before they‘d arrived at the arena, and they each spent $40 on $8 beers during the game.

(Alcohol was the exception to the concessions being reasonably priced.) They were loud and vulgar, and honestly I didn‘t care much
for sitting next to them.
To my right was a young man and his girlfriend. They also spent far too much money on booze (mostly $12 cocktails), but
they were much more pleasant. When the guy commiserated with me by saying ―Sure glad I don‘t have to be next to those Ducks fans,
eh?‖, it started a fairly lengthy conversation. He became especially friendly when he found out I was from the States, almost as if he felt
he had to entertain me. [That‘s not an uncommon attitude in Canada.] The guy happened to be from Maple Ridge, a place he
described as a small town that has more than 75,000 people and is the fastest-growing city in British Columbia. It‘s the other terminal
for the commuter trains that serve Waterfront Station. I mentioned that I had been camping near Maple Ridge, which I had back when
Steve and I went to Expo 86 (and it was really more of a suburb than a small town even then). He said, ―Oh, in Golden Ears?‖ (a
nearby provincial park), and when he found out that was in fact where we‘d camped, it was like I was his best friend. I think if he hadn‘t
been with his girlfriend, he‘d have invited me out to the bars after the game.
The game began with two national anthems. The crowd stood politely while ―The Star-Spangled Banner‖ was sung by a
country singer who apparently is locally known. They then joined together and actually sang ―O Canada‖ with quite a bit of pride. I
know the words myself, so I joined in with the crowd.
Hockey is definitely not my favorite sport [though, as I mentioned, I‘m no stranger to it and I do enjoy the game], but it
wasn‘t a bad game overall. There was quite a bit of action and a couple of those fights that hockey just wouldn‘t be hockey without.
They also had some interesting entertainment during the two intermissions. An Asian acrobat on a unicycle performed during the first
intermission. She was honestly not very good, but the crowd applauded politely. At the second intermission a man chosen randomly
from the crowd went out on skates and tried to hit a puck into the net from various distances to win gift cards to a local pharmacy. He
won the cheap card for making a close-in shot, but he failed at attempts for $500, $1000, and $10,000 cards. It‘s interesting that it
seems to be assumed in Canada that anyone will be able to put on skates at the spur of the moment and hit a puck, though.
I‘ve been to NHL games before in St. Louis and Chicago, but the crowd was very different here. While they were very into the
game, they were also one of the quietest crowds I‘ve seen at any sports event—and this in spite of the fact that most of them had had a
lot to drink. There are stereotypes of Canadian reserve, and I think I was seeing that here. While the crowd was definitely whiter than
Vancouver as a whole, it was still a very mixed-race group. At least a third of the crowd was Asian, and they appeared to be just as big
of hockey fans as the Anglo-Canadians. The crowd was probably two-thirds male and one-third female, but on the whole the women
were louder than the men. [That really was fascinating, and almost the exact opposite of what you see at sports events in the
U.S.A.]
The Canucks won the game, so the crowd was happy as we slowly made our way to the exits. I was glad I had walked,
because there seemed to be an enormous crush of people headed to the nearby SkyTrain station. There was also a mob walking, but
it thinned out as most made their way into nearby bars. I walked over to Granville Street, which—this being Sunday and tomorrow
being New Year‘s Eve—was about as quiet as ―club central‖ ever gets at night.
I stopped at a convenience store on Granville where I picked up an ice cream bar. Then I made my way back to the hotel. I
went up to my room and found my key did not work in the door, so I had to go back down to the desk. A young Asian man was
checking in two visitors from Portugal, and I had to wait for them to finish. They were confused about the fact that the entire hotel had a
no smoking policy [which I‘m pretty sure is true at all hotels in British Columbia these days], but when the clerk assured them it
was all right to go out to the sidewalk and smoke, they seemed all right with things. When I explained my problem to the clerk, he
looked at me suspiciously and asked if I had identification. I showed him my passport, and he immediately became pleasant and reprogrammed the key. I don‘t know what he‘d have done if I‘d left my ID in the room.
I watched quite a bit more Canadian television tonight. The CBC aired the American program ―The Amazing Race‖ followed
by the news and a documentary on sex in communist China. (Don‘t let it be said that America is the only place that has pointless but
titillating documentaries.) The big story on the news was about lottery fraud, which is apparently a fairly big problem in Canada.
Convenience store owners will apparently give people stolen or forged tickets to redeem, because the stores get a commission on each
prize that is awarded. The provincial lottery commissions find that for relatively small prizes (like $1000) it is cheaper for them to just
pay out the prizes than to investigate the fraud. The incidents have added up to millions of dollars in stolen money, though.
Another story on the news was about a study that ranked Canadian cities in order of politeness. The local newscaster was a
bit upset that Vancouver had made neither the list of most polite nor the list of least polite cities. [From his reaction, I think he felt it
should have been on the least polite list.] The most polite place they identified was Moncton, New Brunswick, a place Margaret and
I went through repeatedly when her truck was wrecked in eastern Canada years ago. While we did stop there, I really don‘t recall the
place standing out as exceptionally polite. The least polite place was apparently Ottawa, and it‘s no surprise that a place whose
primary business is the federal government would win that honor.
I packed up my stuff as I watched TV, since this would be my last night at the Quality Inn. I finally got to sleep after midnight.

Monday, December 31, 2007
Vancouver, B.C. to Eastern Washington
I was up at 6:30 this morning, and I set out to do a bit of exploring. I first stopped at the Granville location of Blenz, a coffee
bar chain that seems to be Canada‘s answer to Starbuck‘s. [Well, Vancouver‘s answer, maybe. I don‘t think I‘ve seen Blenz
anywhere else.] I got coffee and a cherry square and then made my way to Granville station. Partly to kill time and partly to get a
better idea what the area was like, I took a long trip on SkyTrain. I rode far out into the suburbs and then came back.
The train I got on was the Millennium Line, which starts at Waterfront, follows the original Expo Line route out past Metrotown,
and then circles back on a more northerly route before ending just west of Broadway station at Vancouver Community College. Not far
past Metrotown the route runs right along the Fraser River. There‘s a big paper mill here that I‘d read was using the old Expo pavilions
as its warehouse buildings. Sure enough, those steel and white plastic pre-fabs were still standing two decades later out in the
suburbs.
The line turns the corner at New Westminster (which locals invariably call ―New West‖), which happens to be the oldest
settlement in British Columbia. New Westminster was founded to be the capital of British Columbia (though it lost that honor to
Victoria), and it still has its own downtown and tries to maintain an identity separate from Vancouver. The downtown core of New
Westminster is really quite attractive, though the city as a whole is undistinguishable in its condo towers and stucco bungalows from
anywhere else in the metro area.
Past downtown New Westminster, the Millennium Line of SkyTrain reminded me of the northern part of the San Diego Trolley.
It very suburban, connecting mall after mall and office park after office park. Many of the malls have condo towers around them, but
there‘s nothing that really distinguishes one from the next. [While there‘s not much personality to these stops, they are precisely
what modern transit should serve. It‘s one of the biggest reasons SkyTrain is as successful as it is.] If I‘d had time, I‘d have
like to have done a bit of shopping at some of these places. Lougheed Mall, for instance, had a Sears Outlet Center that might have
been interesting to see. I didn‘t have the time, though, and it was probably just as well—since I‘d likely have spent more money than I
should have if I did. [A fourth SkyTrain line will be opening in a couple years. Called the Evergreen Line, it will plow even
further into suburbia, to Coquitlam—about twenty miles east of downtown Vancouver.]
I got off the Millennium Line at Gilmore station, which is in the northern part of Burnaby. This is a rapidly developing area,
flanked by both residential and office towers, multiple shopping malls, an office park, and the studios for Lion‘s Gate Films—Canada‘s
largest movie production company.
Not far from the station was a Tim Horton‘s. ―Timmie‘s‖ is by far the largest restaurant chain in Canada. Founded by and
named after a famous hockey player, Tim Horton‘s is now the most profitable division of Wendy‘s International. [Wendy‘s has since
divested Tim Horton‘s, which is again Canadian-owned.] The stores (doughnut shops that also serve soups, salads, and
sandwiches) are literally everywhere in Canada. An internet search for ―Tim Horton‖ near the address of my hotel turned up more than
a hundred locations within a ten-mile radius; there are something like five thousand Tim Horton‘s in all of Canada, and they‘ve recently
expanded into the northeast United States, Hong Kong, and Afghanistan. [The Kandahar location closed last year with the
Canadian Forces‘ withdrawal from Afghanistan.]
I had coffee and a small cinnamon roll at Timmie‘s, and I sat down at a table to enjoy it. While I was there only fifteen minutes
or so, others apparently spend far longer. There were signs advising ―tables may only be occupied for a 60-minute waiting period‖ and
that ―students doing homework must use tables for two, not tables for four‖. This morning the customers seemed to mostly be people
on their way to work, and the turn-over was fairly rapid. It made me wonder just when they have the problems those signs were dealing
with.
Gilmore is just shy of the Vancouver city limits, so it was just a short hop from there over to Broadway/Commercial Drive,
where the Millennium and Expo Lines intersect. Technically Broadway and Commercial Drive are two separate SkyTrain stations, but
the whole complex is much more compact than many single stations I‘ve seen in other cities. A short little skywalk connects the two
stations, and since trains are so frequent, transfers are extremely easy. I almost immediately caught an Expo Line train and took it
downtown.
I made my way back to my hotel, got my stuff, and checked out quickly. Then I started wheeling my luggage up Burrard
Street. This was a much better route than going down Granville as I had when I arrived. There are a lot of different hotels along
Burrard, so I didn‘t feel quite so conspicuous hauling luggage.
I took the elevator down to the platform at Burrard Station and caught a train over to Main Street. When I exited there I took
the elevator down. Instead of coming out in the park where I‘d originally entered the SkyTrain system, the elevator let me out in the
plaza of a condo tower located right by where the main gate to Expo once was. It took me a while to figure out where I was and get
oriented, but I soon managed to make my way over to Pacific Central Station.

I had purposely arrived at the station about an hour before my bus departed, because I didn‘t know if any check-in was
necessary. Amtrak here uses the Via Rail desk, and when I asked the man there, he told me I should just go outside around 11:30 and
be ready to board. Since that took no time at all, I had tons of time left to kill. I called Paul and Margaret, and I spent some time
browsing through the gift shop in the station.
I still had a bit of Canadian change left, and I wanted to get rid of it. I picked up two more postcards and a luggage tag with a
Canadian flag at the gift shop. [I still have that tag on my main suitcase.[ That combination used my last loonie and twonie. I then
went to the McDonalds in the station. They had a special offer where you could get two raspberry pies for $1.39. I bought two pies and
a small coffee, for a total of around $3 with tax. I paid with quarters and dimes. That didn‘t thrill the clerk, but it did get rid of my
change. The pies were quite good, and they were the last thing I ate until well into the afternoon. After eating them I headed outside
and sipped the coffee while I waited for the bus to board.
I was glad I got outside early, because I was among the first to board what turned out to be a very full bus. I borrowed a pen
from a Chinese woman across the aisle to fill out my customs declaration. Then I sat back and did a bit of people watching. The most
interesting people were a group of college-age boys, one of whom seated himself beside me with his friends in the two pairs of seats
and another singleton immediately ahead. The kids had rather obviously gone up to Vancouver to party. Legal age is 19 in British
Columbia, and these kids were almost certainly between 19 and 21; they were legal in Canada but not in the States. They had
obviously been on quite a bender, and they were more than a little hung-over.
The couple from whom I‘d borrowed the pen was interesting, too. Both were Asian, but the woman traveled on a Canadian
passport, while her husband or boyfriend carried a passport from the People‘s Republic of China. He seemed to speak mostly Chinese,
while she spoke mostly English—with a very Canadian accent. They appeared to understand each other when they spoke the different
languages, though.
Before we left the station the driver (the same Chinese man who had driven me up to Vancouver) asked if anyone was
planning to connect to the Empire Builder or the Cascades train. I was the only person planning to connect to the Builder, and there
were four making the other connection. Everyone else (about fifty other people) would be terminating their trip in Seattle. After asking
his question, the driver warned us that there was a good chance we might not make our connections. With today being New Year‘s
Eve, he said that there could be a very long wait at U.S. Customs. (His comment reminded me that on New Years Eve, 1999 it was at
this very border crossing that they caught terrorists who were planning to set off bombs at millennium celebration in Seattle. [Actually
that was at the I-5 border, rather than ―truck customs‖ on Pacific Highway.]) He said it is not uncommon on holidays to have
waits of three hours or more at the border and that we should assume we will probably miss our connection. I didn‘t really know what to
think, but pondered all the various scenarios. I figured if worse came to worse they‘d probably put me on a bus in Seattle and I‘d join
the train someplace like Spokane. [Alternately they might have put me up in a hotel for the night and sent me on tomorrow‘s
train.]
We pulled out of Pacific Central right at noon. We followed a slightly different route southward than we‘d taken into the city,
stopping briefly at two hotels—one by the airport in Richmond and the other near the border in Surrey. As we crossed over highway 99
by the border I saw one of those digital signs that said the wait at the Peace Arch border was 15 minutes. Keeping the three hours the
driver had said in mind, I hoped the wait at truck customs was similarly short.
It turned out that there was essentially no wait at all for U.S. Customs, although traffic headed into Canada was backed up
almost all the way to the I-5 exit (well over a mile). There was about a ten-minute wait for an officer to arrive at the processing building,
but then things moved along quite efficiently. This time we got our own bags out of the storage bay on the bus and carried them
indoors. While we waited in line an officer went through the group with a dog who sniffed everybody‘s luggage. The dog only had
problems with one item, and that belonged to the woman directly in front of me in line. She was traveling on a Korean passport, and
she had a suitcase and a large shopping bag. The suitcase appeared to be fine, but the dog definitely reacted to something in the bag.
Before she had even passed through immigration, the officer had her open the bag
so he could inspect what was inside. It turned out that what the dog was reacting to
was a box of Tim Horton‘s doughnuts. The officer looked in the box and determined
that it was indeed doughnuts. He then smiled and let the lady proceed.
Except for the doughnut incident, customs was routine and efficient. There
were numerous people on the bus who were neither U.S. nor Canadian citizens, but
everyone was processed very quickly. Homeland Security now requires that visitors
from outside North America be electronically fingerprinted when they enter the
U.S.A., but even that seemed to take no time at all. For those with American,
Canadian, or Mexican passports, they just scanned the passports and passed the
people through without any questions at all. Once each person was through
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immigration, there was one more step to the process. They had us place our
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luggage on a conveyor and send it through what looked like an airport-style X-ray
Blaine, Washington
machine. I‘m not sure what they might have been looking for, but no one‘s luggage
was singled out for any additional search. The whole process actually took less time than it had getting into Canada, even though we
had a lot more people who were truly ―foreign‖ crossing the border in this direction. [It used to be that it was quite a bit easier to
enter Canada than to get back to the U.S. The reverse has definitely been the case in recent years, though. These days the
U.S. border guards are both more efficient and more pleasant than their Canadian counterparts.]

When we got back on the bus, several people switched seats. The six hung-over boys moved further back on the bus where
they took seats that were all together. Two of the seats they had taken belonged to a woman from Ireland and her young son. When
the woman boarded and found out her seats were no longer there, she absolutely exploded at the boys. While they tried to tell her that
many other people had switched seats too (which was true), it quickly became clear to them that if they‘d be wise to move to any other
seats but those.
While I waited for others to finish dealing with customs, I used the restroom on the bus. It reeked of cigarette smoke, even
though the entire bus was clearly posted as a non-smoking vehicle. That was the only option, though, as they don‘t have public
restrooms in the customs building.
It was interesting to listen to various people on the bus discuss this trip. Almost everyone had booked their tickets online (as
had I), and the vast majority had assumed when booking through Amtrak that they would be taking a train. There is a train (the
Cascades) that runs between Seattle and Vancouver, but it only runs southbound in the evening and northbound in the early morning. I
would have had to stay overnight in Seattle to make the connection from the Empire Builder. From what I‘ve read, on the train, customs
is easier. In both directions, the customs formalities are taken care of at Pacific Central Station in Vancouver. There is a barrier
between the international platform and the lobby. In the morning Canadian customs inspectors are at the barrier to greet the arriving
train. At night U.S. customs officers inspect everyone in Vancouver before they even get on the train. Then the train just runs express
into Washington without stopping at the border. They have a similar set-up at Canadian airports, with U.S. customs located right by the
gates in Canada, saving back-ups upon arrival in the States. [I‘d later take trains to destinations in eastern Canada, and it‘s
interesting that they don‘t have that set-up for customs there. The reason is that the trains to Montreal and Vancouver make
intermediate stops between the border and their ultimate destinations. For that reason they clear people at the border and
then proceed as domestic trains from there.]
By pure luck I ended up with no seatmate after we left customs. I think there were exactly three empty seats on the bus, and
one of them was right next to mine. Since the hung-over guys had moved, I also ended up with much quieter people in front of me.
They were long-haired boys who appeared to be high school kids. They looked like the sort of people who would spend their life
skateboarding, but they spent the bulk of the bus ride reading books.
It had been overcast with a bit of drizzle in Vancouver, and the clouds were pretty solid down to the border. It was bright and
sunny in Washington state, though—to the point that I wished I hadn‘t packed my sunglasses away in my bag. The stretch from the
border down to Everett is mostly forest, with the Cascade mountains to the east. It was a really pretty drive. [As I write this revision,
one of the big news stories is the collapse of an obsolete bridge along Interstate 5 in northern Washington. The picture of
that bridge below gives an idea of how scenic the surrounding area is.]

The collapsed I-5 bridge over the Skagit River near Mt. Vernon, Washington
I spent much of the bus ride reading through the Vancouver papers (which, by the way, cost a dollar on weekdays and up to
four bucks on the weekend). The big story in both the Sun and the Province was about a big drug bust at YVR (Vancouver

International Airport). Apparently airport authorities were among the drug-runners, and deeper investigation was showing they had ties
to mob groups in Hong Kong. It appeared to be the start of a major scandal.
We got to Bellingham, the first real city in Washington, right at 3pm. Lots of stores had big signs up trying to attract shoppers
from north of the border. Typical was an RV dealer who advertised ―Welcome Canadians – Now Your Dollar Buys More!‖ Prices have
always been less in the U.S.A. than in Canada, and now that the Canadian dollar is worth more than its southern counterpart, the
difference is even more pronounced. A story on the CBC noted that among the hottest Christmas presents in Canada this year were
gift cards to American stores. Combining the exchange rate, the lower taxes, and the after-Christmas sales, Canadian shoppers could
find some real bargains in the States.
Everett is essentially the start of metropolitan Seattle. I noticed when we got there that the bus veered left into the ―diamond
lane‖ that is reserved for high-occupancy vehicles. While anything with three or more people in it qualifies as an HOV, the bus had
certainly fit that bill. Just past Everett I noticed a major back-up with traffic trying to exit onto Interstate 405. Back when my Aunt Alaire
lived in Seattle, 405 was a real beltway that bypassed the city well to the east. Today, though, the area‘s biggest employer (Microsoft)
is located east of 405, and the whole area east of Lake Washington is one of the most rapidly growing places in America.
Across the aisle from me was a mother with a young child who was obviously just learning to read. The kid would sound out
the words on every sign we passed. While he was actually a pretty good reader, he obviously hadn‘t come across abbreviations yet.
Whenever there was an abbreviation, he tried to use phonics to sound it out and was very confused when he failed.
In Edmonds (the close-in suburb where my Aunt Alaire once lived) we passed one of those suburban mega-churches. This
one had a sign out front that had a three-dimensional top on it built to look like a more traditional place of worship than the building this
church was using. I‘m pretty sure it was just ornamental, but I got a laugh when the kid who had been reading the signs asked his
mother, ―How do they get up to that building anyway?‖ He then thought for a moment and answered his own question. ―It‘s for
Spiderman, isn‘t it?‖
They‘ve done a lot of construction on I-5 since the last time I was in Seattle [which would have been decades ago, on that
trip with Steve]. I remember I-5 being mostly six lanes, with additional ones that entered and exited in such a way that no lane was
really continuous. Now the whole thing (at least approaching from the north) has a minimum of eight lanes, and they also have
reversible express lanes similar to what they have on the Kennedy Expressway in Chicago. The express lanes were outbound as we
arrived, but having a total of eleven lanes available to accommodate traffic meant that the four available to us moved fairly well.
We exited right in the heart of Seattle and drove past the edge of
downtown and into an area that is attempting to gentrify but is definitely not
there yet. [When I‘d return to Seattle a few years later, I‘d find that much
of the city seems that way.] This is where both of Seattle‘s new sports
stadiums are, and we turned the corner into the station right in front of Safeco
Field (the baseball stadium). I grabbed my luggage and then made my way
past some bums and beggars who were gathered out front and went into King
Street Station.
It was right at 4pm when we arrived, 15 minutes ahead of schedule.
Given the dire predictions the driver had made, I was very happy. I bought the
Seattle Times (a bargain at just a quarter) and overpriced snack food ($1 for a
tiny bag of chips) and found a well-worn plastic chair to sit and wait.
The big story in the Seattle paper was about a mugging that had
happened about a block away from the train station. In the wee hours a few
nights ago a man was taking a cab through the fringe of downtown. He asked
King Street Station among stadiums
the driver to stop, because he wanted to smoke a cigarette. (Smoking in cabs
Downtown Seattle
is apparently illegal these days in Washington.) While he was puffing away two guys jumped him and stole a wallet that he said had
over $800 in it. The cab driver apparently sped away, not wanting to get involved in the incident. Now the man is trying to sue the state
of Washington, alleging that the anti-smoking law was the reason he was mugged. While I don‘t wish a mugging on anyone, it‘s really
kind of hard to have much sympathy for someone who carries $800 around while he stands on the sidewalk in a bad neighborhood. I
had to wonder just how stupid this guy was. I also have no time for frivolous lawsuits, and there‘s certainly nothing about this crime that
was the state of Washington‘s fault. [I did a bit of searching in an effort to find the outcome of this case, but I never did see how
things turned out. It‘s interesting, though, that a nearly identical robbery occurred in April 2013 when a man got out of a cab
in west Seattle to have a cigarette.]
There was a strange sign by one of the doors to the train platforms in Seattle. It announced that ―automatic weapons and stun
guns are not permitted in Canada‖. I can‘t say it would ever occur to me to carry either an automatic weapon or a stun gun with me
when I travel, nor would I really care to know the person who would travel with such things. I also couldn‘t help but wonder, since those
things were specifically mentioned, if things like handguns and semi-automatic weapons were allowed. I really can‘t imagine why
anyone would need any weapon other than perhaps a hunting rifle in Canada [or in the States for that matter], but then I‘m not an
NRA member.

Shortly before the scheduled departure time people
started getting up and forming a formal line to the gate. I
was fascinating by the man behind me in line and by what
he was carrying. He was a somewhat overweight middle
aged Chinese man dressed in a brown business suit. He
was carrying a shopping bag from Abercrombie and Fitch
that showed a muscular young white man who appeared to
be completely nude on it. (The bag cut off at a strategic
point, so you couldn‘t really tell if he was wearing anything
downstairs or not; it he had anything on, they rode well
down on his hips.) I assume the man must have bought
something for his son or daughter, because I can‘t imagine
there was anything there that would appeal to him (or fit him,
for that matter). Middle-aged Asians are definitely not the
demographic group Abercrombie markets to. I wondered,
too, about the whole concept of using a naked man to sell
men‘s clothes. I suppose that shoppers are to infer that by
wearing A&F clothes they can be as studly as the young
man on the shopping bag. That‘s a strange inference,
though, given that the man isn‘t wearing the product he‘s
advertising.

Website view of an Abercrombie & Fitch ad bag similar to the bag
a middle-aged Asian man was carrying in Seattle
[It‘s amazing just how many times I‘ve seen
unlikely people with those ―naked‖ Abercrombie bags. Most recently I was amused to see a middle aged Indian woman in a
sari toting such a bag in the food court at Mall of America. A & F has been in the news lately because of unfortunate remarks
its CEO made. When asked why the company didn‘t sell plus-size women‘s clothing (though they so sell sizes up to XXL for
men), his response was ―Candidly, we go after the cool kids. We go after the attractive all-American kid with a great attitude
and a lot of friends. A lot of people don‘t belong in our clothes.‖ That‘s a fascinating statement from the leader of a company
whose sales have been slipping lately.]
They have two separate waiting areas in Seattle for coach and first class (sleeper) passengers. Coach passengers wait in and
leave from the north end of the station, while those with sleeper reservations wait at the south end. That is really a stupid set-up,
because the sleepers are at the front (north end) of the train, while the coaches are in the rear. By having the waiting areas set up as
they are, everyone needs to cross each other‘s path, creating a major traffic jam on the platform. [They recently completed a major
renovation at King Street Station, so perhaps this has changed. My personal bet is the renovation was only cosmetic, though,
not functional.]
We began boarding at 5:05pm, about twenty minutes after our scheduled departure—not a good omen for the rest of the trip.
Even with the confusion on the platform, we boarded quickly. At about 5:10 the train pulled out of the station, nearly empty. There
were three sleeper cars on the train, but only one was being used when we left Seattle. The coaches were also less than half full.
We crawled through downtown Seattle while the diner steward made a lengthy
announcement about the evening‘s offerings. I thumbed through a copy of American
Scientist (a very scholarly publication) that had been left in the seat pocket at my seat
by the previous passenger. We stopped briefly in Edmonds, but I don‘t think a single
person boarded. Then we picked up speed and made our way up to Everett.
Everett was a big stop. I think more passengers boarded the train there than
anywhere else except St. Paul. My coach had been nearly empty leaving Seattle, but
every single seat was full out of Everett. I sat with a woman who was headed just a
short distance, over the pass to Wenatchee.
Just past the Everett station we stopped on a siding. The conductor told us
there was an engine problem, and we would have to fix it before we could proceed. We
were stopped for twenty minutes before we started moving again—barely crawling
along the tracks. I spent both the time we were stopped and the time we were moving
listening to Christmas music on the expensive new headphones I got at Zeller‘s. I still
can‘t say I care much for headphones [and I only used these a couple times since
this trip], but they did provide something to do to fill the time on a long trip.
I noticed when we turned east from Everett that gas had gone up in
9
Washington state. The standard price in the eastern suburbs was now $3.24 . I only
American Scientist
hoped it wasn‘t quite that expensive back home.

There was an interesting billboard that was visible from the train as we crossed I-5 in Everett. It said ―Stuck in traffic – phone
your legislator‖ and then gave phone numbers of the area politicians. Traffic was flowing freely at the time, so presumably the
legislators didn‘t need to worry about getting calls.
We stopped again just outside the metro area. This time it took half an hour before things got going again. At 7:15 the
conductor announced that the engine problem had been solved and said, ―Here we go—up and over the pass.‖
We went up the pass for about an hour, but then we stopped again just outside the Cascade Tunnel. Apparently this was not
an engine problem, though. Before long a freight train started coming, very slowly, out of the tunnel. We waited about ten minutes
before it was past. Then we backed up from the siding we were parked on and proceeded on the main track into the tunnel. [It‘s
amazing just how many single-track rail lines there are in the country. They cause bottlenecks all the time.]
Around 9pm I used the restroom. To get a bit of exercise I walked to the rear coach and used the toilet there. That stood out,
because the restroom I used was spray painted with gang graffiti. I‘ve seen lots of graffiti on the outside of trains over the years
(though not usually on passenger cars), but seeing it inside was something new. I don‘t know if some passenger had vandalized the
restroom or if it had been marked up while the train was in a yard somewhere [almost certainly the latter]. Either way, it certainly was
ugly.
We got to Wenatchee about 9:50pm, an hour and ten minutes late. The woman beside me left, and overall we lost quite a few
more people than we gained. The seat beside mine would remain empty throughout the night, which made it much easier to sleep than
it had been on the trip out. I decided not to stay up to see the new year in and called it a night as we left Wenatchee.

Tuesday, January 1, 2008
Eastern Washington to
Central North Dakota
I got up around 7am and wished myself a Happy New Year.
There wasn‘t much of anyone else to wish me that, as the car was
pretty much empty. In a coach that could hold about seventy people
on its upper level, there weren‘t more than a dozen passengers.
Whoever hadn‘t gotten off at Wenatchee obviously had left at Ephrata
or Spokane.
I found out this morning that our coach‘s restrooms weren‘t
much nicer than the rear ones. There was graffiti scrawled in magic
marker in the toilet I used this morning, and it didn‘t look as if
anything else downstairs was much nicer. I‘ve never seen anything
like that on Amtrak before. It made me wonder how frequently they do basic maintenance.
I bought a blueberry muffin and coffee from the lounge car. When I got back to my seat the diner steward announced that
anyone interested in breakfast there would be wise to come soon, as we‘d be boarding more than two hundred new passengers in
Whitefish. I watched a pretty sunrise over the mountains as we made our way across northwest Montana.
We arrived at Whitefish at 7:50, just twenty-five minutes late. There‘s a lot of extra time built into the schedule at Spokane
[where the train from Seattle joins its twin from Portland], so we apparently made up some of what we had lost there. Quite a few
people boarded, but the train still wasn‘t anywhere near full. There were five coaches and four sleeping cars on the train, and when two
hundred were spread out among all those cars, there really weren‘t that many in any one of them. One of the people who did board our
car at Whitefish toted a pair of skis as his carry-on luggage. I still have no idea how he lugged them up the stairs, but he put them
above three different seats in the overhead storage—and Amtrak seats are quite a ways apart.
Four of the most annoying fellow passengers I‘ve traveled with also boarded at Whitefish, and they ended up sitting just a row
in front of me. They were students at the University of Montana who apparently lived in Cut Bank and had traveled to Whitefish for New
Year‘s Eve. They had been up all night partying and spent much of the train trip recalling their escapades. They weren‘t hung-over;
they were drunk. They were also loud and crude and just not very enjoyable to have around. One of their stranger and more annoying
attributes is that they had affected fake Canadian accents. While Canadians can certainly be just as drunk and boorish as Americans, it
seemed odd that these guys felt the need to talk that way.
In addition to talking about how they‘d spent New Year‘s Eve, the boys spent a lot of time anticipating more celebrating they‘d
be doing back in Cut Bank tonight. When one of them remarked to another, ―Pre-game‘s at your place, right?‖ I was reminded of the
article I‘d read clear back at the beginning of this trip. The guy wasn‘t referring to preparing for a ballgame but to that ―pre-partying‖
idea of getting drunk before going out that Winona State was so concerned about.

The lounge car attendant interrupted the kids‘ babbling by announcing that ―Munchie Central‖ was open. That got the boys
talking about breakfast, and they decided to head to the diner. Fortunately, that quieted the car down a bit, and when they returned the
food seemed to have done them a bit of good. They were still annoying, but not quite so loud as before.
We were stopped in Whitefish for the better part of an hour. Thee is some stopping time built into the schedule there, but such
a long layover meant we were about fifty minutes late when we left. No explanation was given. There was another delay around 9:10,
when for no particular reason we backed up near West Glacier.
We had some lovely mountain views as we crossed through the Rockies. As I gazed out the window I listened to The Century,
the review of the 1900s that Peter Jennings produced right before the turn of the millennium. I got the audiobook for Christmas several
years ago, and I‘ve listened to it more than once while driving. It was interesting to hear again, though, and it was fascinating to think
how a similar review might have changed if it were produced today, in light of the events of the past ten years.
Around 10:45 I used yet another toilet, this one also spray-painted with graffiti. That was definitely a theme of this particular
train. While I was in the bathroom the train stopped again. We were parked for about fifteen minutes on a siding, waiting for another
freight train.
The college kids who got on at Whitefish were talking more quietly when I returned to my seat. As I sat down, I heard one say,
―Don‘t talk about people being killed. This is a new year, okay?‖ I have no idea what may have brought that comment on, but it
certainly got my attention.
We stopped briefly at the town of Browning, though absolutely no one boarded or detrained there. Browning is right on the
border between pretty and ugly in Montana. It‘s at the east edge of the mountains, and the bare, dry plains stretch for hundreds of
miles to the east. Unfortunately there is no quick way across Montana, and most of the state is really very dull.
The diner steward announced lunch shortly after Browning. I passed, since every option they had was severely overpriced. I
was amused by one of the choices, though. They had a vegan gardenburger available for $7.50, and the steward said that for just $2
more we could get the sandwich with bacon on it. While I‘m certainly not a vegan myself, I would think that anyone who is would be
horrified by the thought of putting bacon on a soybean burger. [Strangely, I‘ve heard that exact same lunch suggestion on other
Amtrak trains. I wonder if anyone ever orders it.]
A very strange looking couple wandered past me on their way to the diner. I think they were about my age, perhaps just a bit
older. It was a little tough to estimate, though. The man had closely cropped gray hair, while the woman (who was in no way young)
had spiked hair in a bright purple color. If she were a teenager, people might have thought she was cute. As a middle aged woman,
though, she looked ridiculous.
The conductor had not taken tickets since Whitefish. He finally came around near Browning. At the time he did, some of the
boys from Cut Bank were in their seats, while others had gone to lunch. I gathered from overhearing them that one of the boys had lost
his ticket. He was eating when the conductor came around, so he was never asked for a ticket. Later, though, the conductor came by
when all the kids were there, and he noticed there was no seat tag for the extra boy. The guys had quite a time talking their way out of
it, and it was interesting to listen to them. I think the conductor knew the kid probably had at one point had a legitimate ticket and had
lost it, but he wanted to make the kids sweat. It was entertaining to watch the exchange. [Issues like this would also be solved if
Amtrak had assigned seating. They could just scan people‘s boarding passes on entry (just like airlines do) and direct them
to the appropriate places.]
About the time we neared Cut Bank we slowed way down. I figured we were going to stop for another freight train, but when I
looked out the window, I saw we were tilted at a very severe angle. I think if we‘d done anything more than crawl we‘d have ended up
at the bottom of a gulch. [There‘s an amazing amount of badly maintained tracks around the country. In addition to causing
problems for passenger trains, it‘s downright scary to think of freight trains carrying hazardous loads over those tracks.]
They started a waiting list for lunch in the diner. Periodically, as space became available, they would call various people over
the loudspeaker. The groups varied in size enormously—from parties of one to the Mulcahey (like the priest on M*A*S*H) party of
sixteen. The Mulcaheys got to the diner fairly quickly, but it amazed me how long it took some people to make it there. One group
(―Kevin—party of three‖) was paged three separate times, each about ten minutes apart, before they finally arrived.
A few of the people passing through the aisle on their way to the diner were wearing party hats. That was one of the few
reminders I had that this was New Year‘s Day. None of the train attendants (the conductor, the dining steward, the lounge attendant,
etc.) made any comment all day long that it was New Year‘s. It was definitely one of the most laid back starts to a year I‘ve ever had.
Out of boredom as much as hunger I went to the lounge around 1:30 and got some lunch myself. I ended up with an
enormous turkey sandwich. Though pre-packaged, it was similar to a foot-long Subway sandwich. It took five of those little packets of
mustard to moisten the whole thing. I thought $5.25 was a bit pricey for a sandwich, but when I actually saw how big the thing was, the
price wasn‘t all that bad. I actually paid $6, as it‘s customary to leave a small tip for the lounge attendant. I must say, though that I was
impressed that the diner attendant on this train hid her tip cup discretely. That actually made me more inclined to leave her something.
[There‘s not really a good reason other than tradition to tip the diner attendants. They are well paid employees who in no way
depend on tips for their livelihood.]

I spent a lot of time this afternoon re-reading Christmas Past / Christmas Present, a book on British holiday traditions I picked
up when Margaret and I were at the Geffrye Museum in London a couple years back. It has been a while since I read through the book,
and it was interesting to see it again. It reminded me of our visit to that Geffrye, where they show how ordinary Britons have lived
throughout the centuries. It remains one of my favorite museums anywhere in the world.
A group of three people—a mother and two daughters—got on Havre, Montana. They stood out, because they actually
hogged six seats among them. They sat down in the aisle seats of three separate pairs and positioned themselves so it was all but
impossible for anyone to get to the window seats. I‘ve certainly seen individuals do that before, but to have a group of three with each
one hogging two seats seemed more than a bit excessive.
It was a bright sunny day in central Montana. In fact many people closed the curtains by their seats because they found the
sun annoying. While it was extremely dry and not really very pretty out, I still can‘t imagine closing the drapes. To me one of the main
points of traveling by train is seeing the country, so shutting off the view would defeat the whole purpose. Surprisingly, there don‘t
seem to be a lot of people that really do much sightseeing on the train, though. Even in the pretty areas, people seem to spend more
time with their books, computers, and video games than they do looking out the windows. A lot of people seem to spend the whole trip,
day or night, sleeping. To each his own, I suppose, but that‘s definitely not my kind of travel.

Typical upper level interior of an Amtrak Superliner coach
(While this is from the webshots.com website, it is virtually identical to the view
on the nearly empty Empire Builder on New Year‘s Day, 2008)
A young black mother and her two children boarded at Malta, Montana. The girl spent her trip watching a DVD of some movie
with a football theme on her computer, while the boy was playing an educational video game. I couldn‘t help but notice both of the kids.
The girls‘ laptop screen was at an angle where to me the movie she watched looked like it was a negative; all the colors were
backwards. The boy‘s game also called attention to itself, because each time he got an answer right, it would make a pattern of beeps
as a reward. It wasn‘t really disturbing anyone, and the kids were really quite well behaved, but they did make their presence known.

Much more annoying were two young boys who were apparently from one of the Seattle sleepers. They would come charging
out of the diner at times when it was closed and running up and down the aisles of the coaches. They should have had a parent with
them who would scold their misbehavior, but many parents seem to think the train itself is a babysitter. [I‘m not sure if having the
parents with them would have helped or not. A surprising number of parents these days seem to think their kids‘
misbehavior is cure.]
We reached Glasgow, Montana around 5pm, which was right at sunset. We‘d been maintaining an hour behind schedule all
day, and that‘s still about what we were at Glasgow. This, however, was one of many stops that was unusually long for no good
reason. Almost all the Amtrak stops are longer than they need to be. I keep trying to imagine why it should take anyone more than a
couple minutes to get on or off a train. Even if they have a lot of luggage with them, the boarding process still shouldn‘t take that long.
Several times, though, we were told we‘d be making a ―quick stop‖ (with the smokers cautioned that they should not leave the train), but
the stop turned out to be ten minutes or so. If they‘d run the trains like a subway or commuter train and make people get on and off
quickly, Amtrak might actually be able to stick to a schedule.
I spent a lot of the evening planning a trip I may make on Amtrak sometime in the future, perhaps as soon as next Christmas.
For years Margaret and I have toyed with the idea of going to Montreal, and with next year being when everyone will be at their in-laws
for the holidays, we had talked seriously about possibly making a trip there then. I had priced airfare there and quickly found it
completely unaffordable (about the same price as flying to Europe), and I don‘t particularly want to drive in winter across one of the
heaviest snow belts on earth. Amtrak, though, could make an affordable trip on a reasonable timetable. I figured out that by staying
overnight in Schenectady, New York, we could make an easy connection between trains. The price is a small fraction of the plane fare,
and the trip through the Adirondacks in upstate New York is supposed to be especially beautiful. I was just looking into possibilities, but
don‘t be surprised if sometime you get a travelogue about a train trip to the other end of Canada. [We did make this trip, and it was
most enjoyable.]
I continued listening to The Century (which is fifteen hours in length) on and off throughout the day (and into tomorrow). I was
amazed at how long the batteries in the Walkman lasted. I had bought a sixteen-pack of AA batteries before the trip, and so far I‘d only
used the first two I put into the tape player. That was quite a difference from when I‘ve listened to audiobooks or music in my car,
where the boom box goes through C-batteries like water. I think the difference is volume. In order to hear over car and traffic noise, I
have to crank the boom box way up in my car. On the other hand, I had my headphones at just about the minimum possible sound
level. Whatever the reason, I was pleasantly surprised to be able to carry home so many unused batteries.
We got to Minot, North Dakota around 10:30pm. The seat next to mine was still vacant when we left, so I decided it was a
good time to sprawl out a bit and get to sleep.

Wednesday, January 2, 2008
Central North Dakota to Algona, Iowa
I slept fairly well across eastern North Dakota. Day began around 5:30am at Staples, Minnesota. The train stopped at what I
assumed was a very minor night stop, but lots of people boarded. We had to have gained more than a hundred passengers at Staples,
a town of 3,000 in the middle of nowhere in the great north woods. Staples is probably the stop for a lot of northern Minnesota, just as
Winona and Mt. Pleasant fill that role for large chunks of southern Minnesota and eastern Iowa. Even so, I still couldn‘t figure out why
so many people would board here—particularly when we were supposed to arrive two hours earlier, literally in the middle of the night.
While it was still well before sunrise, all those people boarding meant I was wide awake. I went down to the restroom to
change and shave, and we stopped in St. Cloud while I was there. When I returned some people who had just boarded had taken my
seat and the one next to it, even though I‘d left my headphones and a bag with my stuff on the floor in front of my seat and my seat tag
was still there right above the seat. I stared at them a bit, but there was no response, so I just reached over them and grabbed my stuff.
There was an empty seat on the aisle across from where I had been sitting, so I moved my seat tag over there. The people who had
taken over never apologized nor even said a word to me. They certainly had some nerve.
I decided to have breakfast in the diner again this morning. This time my companions were a lawyer from Minneapolis who
had been a math major as an undergraduate (actually a fairly common pre-law major) and a young man from Portland who was
moving to Boston to go to college. He had lived without a car in Portland and was planning to also do so in Boston. All his possessions
were being shipped from one coast to the other. The three of us were certainly a diverse group, but we had a pleasant conversation
over breakfast. [As with almost every meal I‘ve eaten on Amtrak, I really don‘t remember a thing about my breakfast
companions now.]
The countryside was both wetter and much more developed in Minnesota than it was further west. The surrounding highways
were also much busier. Even before sunrise there was a lot of traffic on the roads. While some people like to get away from it all, I
must say I personally feel more comfortable in settled country. Minnesota to me was much more inviting than Montana or North
Dakota.

We reached St. Paul right at 8am. Having made
up a bit of time in western Minnesota, we were now back to
being just an hour late. The person in the window seat left
the train, so I moved my seat tag and claimed that seat. I
then walked into a very crowded station and picked up the
local newspapers. I had plenty of time to read them, as
we‘d spend nearly two hours in the Twin Cities. They told
us around 8:30 there was a leak in the air brakes that would
delay us a few more minutes. We pulled out of the station
around 8:45, but then stopped just over a bridge in the
middle of a warehouse area in St. Paul. The diner steward
made an announcement that they were having power
problems, but they would attempt to resume service shortly.
Around 9:15 they announced that there was a problem with
the power connection in the baggage car that linked the
engine with the rest of the train. They told us they‘d have to
disconnect the baggage car and move it to the end of the
train. Then at 9:30 the diner steward announced that
because of the power loss they‘d have to suspend all service in the diner for the rest of the journey to Chicago. (I guess it was good I
ate early.) We backed up into the station, then pulled forward again, then backed up again, then pulled forward again. For more than
an hour about all I saw was the Menard‘s Corporation headquarters to the left of the train and a moving and storage company called
Two Men and a Truck to the right.
We finally left the St. Paul station area at 9:54am, but it took another half hour or so to get out of the Twin Cities area. I
listened to the last part of The Century as we headed southward, pondering just how dated the commentary on the 1990s seemed
today.
We stopped again at 10:45, just shy of Red Wing. The conductor told us there was now a loose hose that needed to be
replaced. At 10:55, he told us it would take another ten minutes to fix the problem. He finished that comment by saying, ―Well folks,
here in the northland, sometimes when it snows, it‘s a blizzard.‖ While it wasn‘t quite so bad as that first trip I made years ago on the
Lake Shore Limited, the delays were definitely starting to get out of hand.
There were some interesting passengers who boarded in St. Paul. Two rows in front and across the aisle from me was a
young couple headed for Milwaukee who looked straight out of the ‗60s. The boy was dressed in jeans and a T-shirt, while the girl wore
a cotton sundress. Both had long, straight hair and the inquisitive look of people who were finding themselves by seeing the world.
(Not that a train trip to Milwaukee is seeing the world mind you, but they still had that look.) A row behind me and across the aisle was
a quiet, extremely polite young man traveling to Tomah, Wisconsin. He spent most of his trip reading the Bible, but he also made it
clear this was his first trip on a train. He was frequently asking where things (the restroom, the lounge, trash containers, etc.) were. It
intrigued me that the delays didn‘t seem to bother him at all. [That‘s actually quite unusual. ―Newbies‖ on Amtrak are usually the
most upset by delays.]
Finally around 1:30 (a little over three hours late) we reached Winona. Winona is a smoking stop, and with all the delays since
St. Paul, the smokers were only too anxious to light up. One scraggly-haired guy about my age literally raced down the steps, nearly
knocking over people‘s bags on his way down. When he reached the bottom, he realized he was out of cigarettes. He pleaded with a
young Asian man to buy a cigarette off him. All he offered was a quarter, though I suppose that‘s probably about what a single
cigarette is worth if you take the price of a pack and divide it by twenty. The Asian guy just gave the first man a cigarette, but then they
realized neither of them had a match. Fortunately when we stopped the car attendant came to the rescue. A smoker himself (like
almost all the Amtrak employees), he offered the other guys a light.
Among those leaving the train with me at Winona was an Amish family. Amish people take the train a lot, and I wondered as I
made my way to my car in the near zero cold, just how they get to and from the station. Presumably someone else brings them in a
buggy, but I‘d think when trains are delayed like this it must be difficult to get word out that they need a ride. [It does intrigue me how
the Amish live a simple life at home, but away from home they have no problem taking diesel trains or shopping at Wal-Mart.]
I made a wrong turn leaving the station. Winona isn‘t particularly large, but a backwater of the Mississippi flows through it, with
only a few bridges crossing to the roads that lead out of town. Because of taking the scenic route, I ended up heading out at exactly the
same time as the Empire Builder. As I headed south on U.S. 61, I was right beside the Builder almost all the way down to LaCrosse.
While it was very chilly, the weather was good. I had an easy ride westward on I-90. I stopped briefly in Austin, where I
bought gas and picked up some stuff at Walgreen‘s. Then I continued on home. It was right at sunset (about 4:30) when I finally pulled
in. I unloaded my stuff and tried to relax a bit before preparing for a busy winter at school.
[This was a fun and memorable trip. I‘d love to go back to Vancouver, though I‘ll likely wait until the Evergreen Line
completes the SkyTrain system, so I can explore the complete metro area. This summer I‘m looking forward to exploring
Calgary, the one Canadian city I‘ve not yet been to. Hopefully it will be as enjoyable as the ones I‘ve already seen.]

